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Harry Lee Waterfield To Speak S/4 tarry E Crooks Kenlake State Park 0
To Alumni Association May 30 Commendation Medal
Harry Lee Waterfield — a
1932 graduate of Murray State
University, twice lieutenant gov-
ernor of Kentucky and now an
insurance executive — will be
the featured speaker at the
university's Alumni Association
banquet May 30.
1
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Cleo is deed. This Bull Dog,
owned by Johnny McDougal
died on Friday. Cleo was better
known as Pooch'e and was
known by many people as he
made his way around town. He
was fourteen years old. He will
be missed by many people as
To be held at 6:30 p.m., the
scene on the campus for the
annual get-together will be the
he was a friendly dog and he ballroom of the stu
dent union
sever mimed malty days Vint building named
 for Waterfield san R Williams Saunders.ray State had not existed," he 
Field Artillery near Cu Chi. Teacher Workshop
ap town to meet his many ac- in 1959. His address f
or the
added. 
He entered the Army in Omo- Survivors are his wife, Mrs. 
e
quaintances. occasion is entitled
 "Murray bet 1968, completed basic tra- Leta Saunders, 7:30 Vine Street,
State — Fortress of Opportun- Vinson said Waterfield has ining 
at Ft. Campbell, Ky., and Murray; two daughters, Miss
the idea that if they overpark 
 graduated - from Logansport. Joe Saunders of Savannah, Ga., 
Starts Tonight -Now comes an explanation of ity." "'freely given the credit for his was last stationed at Ft. Sill. Larue Saunders of Ciricitinati, •
this new ordinance about park- In announcing the 
selection rise to prominence" to the uni-
versity. 
Okla. Ohio, and Mrs. Sue Blankenshlp
Mg meters. Some people have of the banquet speak
er, Mancil The 21-year-old soldier 1,28 of Marietta, Ga.; two sons, Billy
Comm-
and they will be subject to a 
also attended Indiana State UM- tanaoga, Tenn • onsister,M 
Tonight is the opening sem-
issioner, W. James Host, an-their car will be towed away 
A native of the little cam' ria- (Ind.) High ,School in 1966, and and Fred A. Saunders of Chat- 
Kentucky State Parks -
Program Presented By unity of Tobacco 
in Calloway ., e  Mrs. 
ion of the Teachers' Workshop
fine of several dollars. This is 
County where the university is versity at Terre Haute. His wife, Ruth Trevathan, 406 Sycamore Church
 of Christ. This series
at the Seventh and Poplar
flounced in a press conference
not true. 
The 13°111°9e of the Eighth Grade At Meet 
located, Waterfield's ties with Janet lives at 2116 Woodcrest, str
new ordinance is to keep people
Rufus Saunders Is
Awarded Second Am! Claimed By Death pens
At local Hospital
from parking on meters all day,
day after day, and merely pay-
ing the 50 cent fine which nor-
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Junior Class
Play At MHS
Set For Friday
Of The Kirksey PTA
ileaMie- Supervision" was the
theme et.the program for the
meting of the Kirkaey Ele-
Vinson, director of alumsi at.
fairs and secretary of the alum-
ni association, said Waterfield
Is "a living testimony to the
worth of Murray State" as a
regional state university.
"Nobody personifies the con-
version of educational opport-
unity to success and stature bet-
ter than Harry Lee Waterfield,
a rural boy of limited means
who probably would not have
had a college education if Mins
the school have been close since
it was founded in 1922. As a
young boy he often worked and
played on the farm that is now
the site of the oldest section of
the campus.
Last fall Waterfield donated a
mentary School Parent-Teacher collection of 
papers and me- 
, De Joe Sanders, head of theJoses officiating. 
er weekend this year.
March 24, at 1:30 p. m. at the of his public and 
political ca- 4-H Is Friday ing Springs Cemetery with the ment of David Lipscomb Col- 
Sergeant Thomas Williams bout 25 area newsmen that the
Association held on Tuesday, mentos reflecting th
e 30 years
at Kenlake State Park last night
that Kenlake Park will open for
the season on Thursday, March
X. Host said that the opening
is one of the earliest in the
park's history and that one of
the reasons was the early East-
CU CHI, VIETNAM (AITTNC)
— Specialist Four Larry 8.
Crooks, son of Mr. and
William L. Crooks, Mobile Ho
Village, Route 2, Murray, re.
ceived his second award of the
Army Commendation Medi!
while serving with the 25th In-
fantry Division in Vietnam.
Spec. 4 Crooks earned the a-
ward for meritorious service se
a gunner in Battery B, 3c1 Batt-
alion of the division's 13th
Indianapolis, Ind.
The award Was presented
'Febr 18.Lary
Rufus Saunders, retired car-
penter, died this morning at
1:45 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 77
years of age and his death tot-
Round 
park IN Near Future
lowed an extended illness.
The deceased was a member -- -
of the First Baptist Church and
of the Local Carpenters' Union.
and was the son of the late Church Of ChristHe was born March 18, 1893,
Joseph Feland Saunders and Su.
chilederen.Murray; eight grand. of 
lessons will continue thr-
ough Friday night.
Funeral services have been The them
e of the program
heduted for Thursday at three will be the meth
ods of teaching
- p.m. at the chapel of the J. sf. to acc
omplish our Christian pur-
Variety Show For 
Churchill Funeral Home with poses, acco
rding to Bill Threet,
Dr. H. C. Chiles and Rev. Jack minister of the 
church.
• Interment will be in the Sink- 
Religious Education Depart-
arrangements by the J. H. lege, Nashville, 
Tenn., will be • •
ay; May Become Year
Play Scheduled
For Amphitheatre
Starting June 6
Host told the gathering of a-
Parks C,ommission had many
Presenting a program of exer- state. 
The special collections The Calloway County 
4-1.1 ye. Churchill Funeral Home where 
the key-note speaker each even- omas Williams long range plans for Kenlake
cases designed for better PhYsi- staff of the Warta, is 
analyz- riety Show will be held Fr
iday friends may call after five p.m. ing duri
ng the devotional per- 
and that he hoped he could di-
cal fitness were the member' ing, desalting and 
cataloging night, March 27, at the .Lynn
 today (Wednesday). iod. 
. vulge them within six months.
• of the eighth grade class un- more
 than two tons of the mat- Gro
ve Elementary School be-
der the direction of Paul D'Urso, erial.
teacher and coach. Exercises University off
icials acknow- grarn will consist in add
ition
The junior class of Murray
High School will present
"Cheaper By The Dozen" Fri-
day, March 27 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Murray High School Aud-
itorium. Advance sale tickets
are adults, 75c and students 50c
Tickets are on sale at Scott's
Drugs downtown and Holland
Drugs and will also be sold at
Murray High. At the door tic-
kets will be $1.00 for adults,
75c, students.
"Cheaper By The Dozen" is
a well-known comedy in which
Frank Gilbreth, an efficiency
expert, believes "what works in
the factory . .." will work with
his large and active family. A
conflict arises when the eldest
daughter, Anne, decides she
wants to be a normal hie,n
school girl with dates and boy-
friends. while her father be-
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
school.
for both men and women were
demonstrated by the class.
Mrs. David Brasher was the
devotional speaker.
Presiding at the meeting was
Mrs. Buddy Anderson, vice-
president, in the absence of the
president, Mrs, Harold Fones
who was attending a funeral in
Indiana.
Mrs. Bill Crick read the min-
utes and Mrs. Jewel McCa Ion
gave the treasurer's report. It
was announced that the PTA
district spring conference will
be held at Farley School. Pa-
ducah, on Thursday, April 2, at
six p. m. This will not be a
dinner meeting.
The room count was won by
the fifth grade, Mrs. Thyra
Crawford, teacher, and the
mothers of that grade were
hostesses for the social hour.
reer to the library at Murray
ledged his support and friend-
ship to the university last sum-
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Letter To Editor
Dear Editor;
As a wife of a Letter Carrier,
I'm very much disappointed
with the statement of President
Nixon made on March 23. 1970
on the Postal Strike. He said
that he knew the Postal Em-
ployees were in bad need of
more money. Then why hasn't
he done anything to help them.
In my own opinion the Pres-
ident has just called for a na-
tion wide postal strike by tell-
ing the postal employees, that
he is sending in Armed Services
to do the job, that it takes
trained men to do. It takes six
(6) months to one (1) year for
ginning at 7 00 p. ra The Pm' Bible institute W
to the Variety Show,
and Queen contest. a lung Held At West Fork
The Calloway County 4•11
Council will give away a Rem-
ington 1100 automatic shotgun
at this event. Tickets are avail-
able from 4-H members and
leaders in the different com-
munities in Calloway County at
the price of $1.00.
The admission to the program
will be 25 cents per adult. The
public is invited to see approx-
imately one and one-half hours
of entertainment presented by
the Calloway County 4-H Clubs.
Letter To Editor
Dear Mr. Williams:
On behalf of the Calloway
County Spelling Bee. I would
like to express my thanks to
the Murray Theatres for their
contribution of $100.00 for the
Other staff members include
Reeder Oldham, registrar,
Th
Gets Promotion
Ill Be Freed-Hardernan College, Hend- In Marine Corps
tional director, Hillsboro
erson, Tenn.; Kent Hall, educa-
A Bible Institute will be held 
Church of Christ, Nashville,
at th W' st F k Ba t t Ch 
Tenn.; Mrs. Anne Morrow, Ben•
e e or p is ur- ton; Mrs. June Oldham, Hend-
eh starting Thursday, March 26, erson, Tenn.; and Mrs. Susan
and continuing through Saturs Edwards, Hopkinsville.
day, March 28. Bro. Threet said each of these
Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor of teachers are experienced per-
the Sugar Creek Church, will
speak on Thursday 
evening; sonnet for the workshop as they
Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor of (Continued on Page Stxteen)
'the Sugar Creek Church, will
Speak on Thursday evening;
Rev. William J. Sullivan, pas-
tor of the First Baptist Church, spann Is Speaker ,
Benton, on Friday; and Rev.
Otis Jones, pastor of the Fergu-
son Springs Church, on Satur-
day.
The institute will skirt each
evening at seven o'clock and the
Public is invited to attend, ac-
cording to the pastor, Rev. Hey-
ward Roberts.
winners in the contest. •
quest Set Today In your letter carrier to learn his 
I would like to publicly thank Tickets For Festival
Fashion Show At D
Murray High
Is Monday
One hundred Ana seventeen
borne economics girls will pre-
sent "Salute to Fashion" at the
eleventh annual style show spon-
sored by the Murray High Scho-
ol Chapter- of the Future Home-
makers of America. It will be
held Monday, March 30, at 7:30
p. m. In the high school audi
torium.
The clothes will include sim-
ple-tosziake dresses, sportswear,
suits, coats and coat and dress
ensembles.
These garments were con-
structed in the five home econ-
tonics classes taught by Mrs.
G. T. Lilly, assisted by the stu-
dent teacher, Miss Pam Clif-
ford, and the class in Home
Economics I taught by Mrs.
A. B. Crass.
Fred Schultz, superintendent
of Murray City Schools, will
welcome the guests. The narra
tors will be Mrs. John Belt and
Mrs. Robert Brown. Piano ac-
companists will be Miss Judy
Adams and Miss Suzanne Jones.
The program covers were made
by Miss Mary Lee Brownfield
assisted by student teacher,
Donald Allen a the Industrial
Arts Department.
Specia.1 entertainment during
intermission will be by Susan
Hale, Jennie Barker and Tim
McKee.
Ushers will be Gay Crass,
Debbie Landoll, Selwyn Schultz,
V ale rie Spencer, Krista Ken •
nedy and Jane Rose. Misses
Susan and Laurie Crass will
hand out programs.
The style show committee LI
composed of Misses Beth Tuck,
chairman, Denise Grogan, co-
chairman; Paul Cook, Karen
Kennedy. Cathy Geurin, Leah
Fulton, Mary Lee Brownfield.
Jan Clark, Rachel Flora, Anhe
Cooper, Becky Wilson, Marsha
Hendon, and Melia Lancaster
-The public is cordially invit
. cid to attend. There will be no
.1ttfttiatf011 charge.
eath Of Cadiz Youth
CADIZ, Ky. (UPI) — An in-
quest was to be held here to-
day into the death of David
Lynn Broadbent, a Trigg County
youth who was fatally shot
Sunday.
Trigg County authorities said
41-year-old boy and a 13-year-
they will read a statement of an Calloway Count'
old girl believed to be involved
in the shooting.
expected the death to be ruled
Sheriff's officials said they Estimated $6.4
accidental. 
job. Then the President expects
the Armed Services to do the
same job in a short while. Pres-
ident Nixon appealed to the let-
-ter carriers about our old tra-
ditions and the interest of our
Nation. He then tried to work
on their sympathy with the So-
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
•
Mrs. Anne Wood for the out-
standing job she did in pro-
test, 
At Fulton Availableflouncing the words for the con- 
for the "Pop and Rock
Sincerely,
Charlie Lassiter
Director of Pupil Personnel
Calloway County Schools
The body of the 11-year-old
boy was found lying face down
in a ditch behind the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Broadbent,
MS.0 Ham Radio Group
Will Meet Tonight
The Murray State ARC will
meet tonight at 7:30 at the
Ham Shack on Chestnut Street
There wW be an "Eyeball'
QS0 of all members and inter
ested future ham radio oper-
ators. A film featuring some
aspect of radio will be shown
and also there will be a dis-
cussion on Civil Defense and
the role of the ham radio oper-
ator. Refreshments will be
served.
A new novice code class will
begin on Monday at 7.00 pm
Anyone interested in learning
code and becoming a ham rad-
io fan is urged to attend.
New Providence To
Have Revival Services
'Bro. Fred Chune will preach
in a weekend revival at the
New Providence Church of
Christ on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday evenings at 7:30.
The minister is thought to be
one of the oldest active minis-
ters among the Churches -of
Christ in this area. He has
started more churches and bap-
tized more people. in the com-
munity than any living Church
pf Christ minister, a spokesman
•
(Special to the Lodger E Times)
NEW YORK, March 21 —
How much will the government
be collecting from residents of
Calloway County when tax day,
April 15, rolls around?
Will it la more than it was
last April when local contribut-
ions, including the amounts
paid via withholding taxes, add-
ed up to approximately $8,-
075,000?
It will be well above that,
the Treasury Department ex-
pects, because earnings in the
Festival" at Fulton Friday night
may be purchasel at Chuck's
Music Store in Murray, admis-
sion is $1.00 for everybody.
Five bands will be featured
including T h e Henchmen,
Knights of Music, The Memphis
ans Will Pay An
• •
Million In Taxes
Dexter-Hardin Church
Plans For Services
The Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church will have pre-
Easter servicesaat seven p. m.
on Thursday, Friday, and Sat-
urday. and at ten . m. on
Sunday, March 29.
Rev Julian Wa r n astor
of the Church Grove United
Methodist Church Benton will Youth Rally Plannedbe the guest minister.
The pastor, Rev. T. A. Bul-
lock, At Pentecostal Churchand the congregation in-
vite the public to attend these
services.
local areas were larger, on aver-
age, than they were the year
before and because the 10 per-
cent surtax was in effect
throughout the year.
The size of the tax load borne
by area residents is estimated
from figures released by the
Internal Revenue Service cover-
ing the State of Kentucky as I
whole.
They show that individual in-
Come taxes collected in the stie
last year came to $769,000,000,
with local taxpayers prodticing
some 0.79 percent of the total. 
Justhow much bigger the tax
haul will be this year, if the
government's expectations are
realized, is indicated in th
budget recently submitted ti
Congress. It predicts that per-
sonal income taxes will rea,O
$92.2 billion nationally, or
(Continued on P4p• Sixtw
SIGMA BAKE SALE
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will spon-
sor a bake sale Friday, March
27, starting an nine a. m. in
front of Belk's en the west.
side of the court square Home
Made cakes and pies will be
sold with the proceeds going to-
ward the summer kindergarte*
proiect. '
The United Pente •al
Church, 310 lrvan Avenue, al
have a youth rally on Facia,
March 27. at 7:30 p.m.
Special singing will be by the
yduth from Paducah, Mayfa.l,
and New Concord Pentecoaif
churches A special speaker all
be present.
On Easter Sunday at 11 im.
arid 6:30 p.m. Bro. Dennis v
of Grove City; California, s
be speaking at the church.
The - putittris" invited
tend
Mudd, Things t Come and Sly
Pak.
John Williams of WPSD-TV
Paducah will be the emcee.
, FOUR CITED
Four persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were one for no operator's li-
cense, one for driving white
intoxicated and driving on re-
voked license, and two for pub-
lic drunkenness.
RIDING CLUB
The New_enavidence Riding ,
Club will have a potluck supper
at the Community Center, Ellis
Drive, on Saturday, April 4, at
6:30 p. m. Not the change from
Saturday, March 28.
WEATHER REPORT
n.ted l'•••• aid ton•I
West Kentucky: Mostly clou-
dy today and tonight with show-
ers and thunderstorms becom
ing numerous this afternoon
and diminishing late tonight.
Thursday mostly cloudy. Mild
today but turning much cooler
tonight and Thursday. High to-
day in 60s to low 70s, low to-
night in 40s, high Thursday in
50s. Probability of rain 70 per
cent today, 60 per cent tanight
and 10 per cent Thursday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m., 3556,
up 02.
Below dam, 311.7,-no change,
eight gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 CM- 3553,
up 0.2.. ----
Below darn 319.4, down 0.1.
Sunrise 5.53; sunset 6 13.
V rises 9.22 .
For Lions Club
Meet On Tuesday
Bob Spann, a participant in
. the Speakers Bureau at Murray
High School, addressed the
Murray Lions Club Tuesday
right on "I Believe in Amer-
ica." Spann is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Spann.,
In speaking to the Lions
Spann expressed concern over
freedoms that are taken for
granted attitudes against free-
aom and problems that exist im
America today. The young
speaker pointed to the preval-
ent idea of 'get all you can'
rather than the Christian alt
tude of 'give all you can . He
spoke of other attitudes against
freedom as being ,non-involve-
ment, fault finding and con-
formity. Spann concluded his
remarks by saying that Amer-
icans need to constructively
build up their government, not
tear down through rebellion.
Speaking to the Lions in place
of another member of the
Speakers Bureau, Mark Blank.
enship, was Murray High de-
bate coach Ron Beshear. Blank-
enship had a previous commit-
ment that prevented his aarti-
cipation. Beshear spoke of the
"Importance of Communicat-
ions" which he called the cem-
ant that holds society together
Eye Trustee Codie Caldwel
reported on the recent Founda-
tion Meeting in Louisville at-
tended. by himself, Z. C. Enix,
George Ligon, and Joe Pat
Ward. Club president Enix pre-
sented a check to the Eye Foun-
dation for $209.00, a contribut-
ion in memory of deceased Lion
L. - R. Putnam. The Kentucky
Eye Foundation is now housed
in its new Research Institute(
building that is staffed by the
University of Louisville. The
university's Department of Op-
athalmology headed by Dr Rob
McDonald is located at the in-
stitute.
Visitors to the meeting wets
Raymond Dixon, a guest o f
Lion Lester Nanny, Dr. Loren
Anderson with Lion R. L. Coop
er, and Dr. Joe Rearoat with
Lion A. R. Hatcher.
Lion Tommy Shirley took of
fire as Tail Twister.*
BAKE SALE
A, bake sale. will-isas•—tel.'
-Friday, March Xi,
starting at 2.30 p m., sponsor.
•' the Hazel United Metho-
dist Church.
•
Corporal Charles Thomas WI]
hams has been promoted to the
rank of Sergeant in the United
States Marine Corps, according
to information he received this
sently in Okinawa. He served
sently on Okinawa. He served
in Viet Nam for several months
beginning last June 10, and was
thenaransferred to Okinawa. as
recently was on special duty in
the Philippines.
He is an avionics specialist
in the Marines and received his
schooling at Millington near
Memphis, Tennessee. He served
at El Toro, California prior to
his overseas service.
Sergeant Williams will re-
turn to the states on June 10
and will be statiosed at Los
Alamitos California.
His wife, the former Debbie
Simmons is living here in Mur-
ray with their daughter Cathy,
age eight months. Cathy will be
eleven months old when her
father sees her for the first
time.
Sergeant Williams is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wil-
liams, 13(sa Doran Road. Their
ypungest son Pfc. Thomas James
Robbins, is serving in the Unit-
ed States Army in Germany.
Barn Destroyed By
When asked about the possib-
ility of Kenlake becoming a
year-round resort park instead
of being open only during the
warm months, Host said that be
felt that sometime in the not-
so-distant future that Kenlake
would become a year-round re-
sort due to the proximity to
Kentucky Dam and Lake Bark-
ley Parks and the need for
additional rooms for conven-
tions and other mass meetings
in the area.
The commies:loner revealed
last nigLt that the Amph,
theatre at Kenlake will be a
full time theatre this summer
for the first time in three years
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
One Injured In
Car Accident
Larry Herndon of Murray
Route Four, passenger in a car
involved in a collision Tuesday
at 9:27 p. m. was treated at the
emergency room of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital for
an abrasion to the right elbow,
according to hospital officials.
Cars involved in the accident
were a 1962 Mercury four door
driven by Earl Mason Downey
of 709 Poplar Street, Murray,
and a 1964 Chevrolet four door
Fire On Eaker Farm driven by Mohammad H. Zar-ringhalam of Carbondale, Ili.
The report by the Murray
Police Department said that
Zarringhalam was going west
on Sycamore Street, could not
stop, and went out into 16th
Street, collided with the Zar-
ringhalam car, according to the
police report.
Damage to the Down% car
was on the front end and' the
Zarringhalam car on the Left
front end.
Another accident occurred in
the city on Farmer Avenue
Tuesday at 4:22 p. m and was
investigated by the Murray Po-
lice Department.
Involved were a 1968 Volks-
wagen two door sedan owned
by Geneva Murphy and driven
by Wayne Dean Murphy of •
Cobb, and a 1969 Mustang two
door hardtop driven by Galen
Miller Thurman, 100 Chestwood
Drive, Murray
Murphy was bacicing out of
a drivekay at 1615 Farmer Av
enue, and said he looked but
failed to see the Thurman car
going east on Farmer, accord-
ing to the police report. Both
cars had been moved when the
police arrived.
Damage to the Murphy car
was on the rear end and to
the Thurman car on- the right
side and front end.
Lightning Aruck a barn on
the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Esker, located three miles south
of Lynn Grove last night about
nine o'clock during the elec-
trical storm.
The barn destroyed was a
cattle and hay barn with a corn
crib attached. Only some hay
was in the barn at the time of
the fire.
Sunrise Services To Be
At Poplar Springs
The Poplar Springs Baptist
Church will have sunrise ser-
vices at six a.m. on Sunday,
March 29, at the church.
Thomas Powell will be the
special guest for the services oa
Easter Sunday. morning. Coffee
and donuts will be served fol-
lowing the services.
Rev. Thomas Perkins. pastor
of the church, has announced
that revival services will be
Id at the church starting
ednesday, April 1, and con-
tinuing through Sunday, April
5, at seven p.m. each day. The
evangelist will be Rev. R. J.
Burope.
Hub Caps Are Stolen
From Bennett Car
Miss Norma Bennett of Mur-
ray Route Seven, South 16th
Street, reported to the Murray
Police Department that four
chrome wire spinner hub caps
had been stolen from her 1967
asIfiala•resatift-aillarlhe heb teen
had been stolen from the car
while it was parked at Corvette
dLa 'betweenseven ninC
p m.
IN NASHVILLE
Purd-m Lasslter has been
trarsferred to St. Thcmas Hos
pital in Narliville, Tennessei
from the Murrry-Calloway Co
unty Mr. Lassiter suf
fered a heart attack in Feb
leaory-.----Ifis -address /Of Those
who w• uld like to write
is Purdom • ."
Care Unit St Th - mas Hospital;
Nashville. Tennessee.
THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc.. Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
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WEDNESDAY — MARCH 25, HITE
Ten Years Ago Today
LIMO= Ai TIMES FLUB
Marine Pfc. John I, Jackson, a member of the 2nd Battalion,
4th Regiment, 1st Marine Brigade, is participating in major
amphibious exercises being had in Southern Taiwan.
Rev, Ira G. Waters of Oklahoma City is the evangelist for the
revival to be held at the Memorial Baptist Church.
Dr. Hunter Hancock today announced plans to organize an
ornithological society in Murray.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Fandrich
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ode! Colson.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES PILE
------- -
The Jersey herd of the farm at Murray State College bas one
of the highest production records, according to A. Carman, bead
of the agriculture department,
Pat Dale Orr, tenth grade student at Lynn Grove, woo the PTA
Safety Slogan contest this week.
William U. Nunn, Joe Wilson, Howard Hickock, Gene Cathey,
William Mc Keel, Jesse Phillips Robert N. Johnson, and James
Mason Churchill are new members of Camp 592 of the Woodmen
of the World.
Bob Hope and Rhonda Fleming in "The Great Love" will
start tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre.
Bible Thouaht for Today
And Joseph answered Pharoah, saying, It is not In me (Inc
shall give Pharoah an answer of peace. — Genesis 41:16.
God answers the problems of men when they seek Him in faith
Today is Wednesday, March
25, the 84th day of 1970 with 281
to follow.
The moon is between its Nil
phase and last quarter.
The morning star is Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Venus, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1776 the Continental
Congress gave George Washing,-
too the first medal awarded by
the colonies for his action in
bringing about the British
evacuation of Boston.
In 1900 the Socialist party of
the United States was formed
In Indianapolis.
In 1911 a fire in the Triangle
Shirtwaist Company killed 140
persons in New York City.
In 1954 the Radio Corporation
of America began production of
color TV sets.
---
A thought for the day:
Norwegian poet Henrik Ibsen
said, "There can be no freedom
or beauty about a home that
depends on borrowing and
debt."
ATHENS (UPI)— Jacqueline
Onassis and her children,
Caroline and John, arrived
Monday on the island of
Skorpios, owned by her husband
Aristotle Onassis. The former
Mrs. John F. Kennedy and the
children will return to Athens
next weekend to attend Roman
Catholic mass on Easter
Sunday, Onassis is in London on
business.
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IVAN KFOR T, Ky. — The speo-
tram of questions sent us by
those facing induction to military
service and their families is
wide, indeed, and concern in-
diction itself, effect on caree-
rs, effects on family and legal
council.
Marti.
There you have a brief de-
scription of the questions this
week, and our answers. Further
questions may be directed to
the author at 220 Steele St., Fr-
ankfort, Ky, 40601. -
Q. We have three sons, two
of whom have served honorably
In the armed forces. Our young.
or son has now been ordered
for a physical examination. We
have reason to believe he has
been influenced by a friend to
take a drug to elevate blood pre-
ssure and accelerate his heart-
beat before reporting for a phy-
sical. Our question is whether
this will cause him to be re-
jected for military service?
A, Your question is of the
type that has concerned many
other patriotic individuals. We
have been informed that under
a change of procedure the armed
forces examining and entrance
stations will now hold over any
registrant for additional tests,
including blood pressure read-
ings, if required to deter minfe
acceptability.
Q. Recently received an offer
to sell securities, This would
pay more than I Raw receive
as an elementary teacher. Should
decide to accept this offer be-
fore my contract as a teacher
expires, andrif ati a latter date
I deade to return to the class-
room, will I again be deferred
as a teacher? For your informa-
tion, my draft lottery number is
291.
A. The intent of this column
Is not to give a young man ad-
vice that would conceivably aff-
ect his livelihood. This must be
your own decision. We would
like to point out that should yOu
desire to return to the teaching
profession and still have mili-
tary liability, it may be difficult
for you or the employer to prove
to the satisfaction of the local
board that an occupational de-
ferment as a teacher would be in
the interest of the community.
Q, Recently-my father suffered
paralysis of both legs. Conseq-
uently, most of the time he is
confined to a wheel chair. I am
the only person in our house-
hold who is able to lift him
from the bed and place him in
the chair and return him to his
bed. We have tried to employ
an attendant on a part-time basis
but I have not been able to find
an individual of this type, Will
the local board, based on this
Information, defer me?
A. A registrant may be con-
sidered for a Class 111-A (Ha-
rdship) classification, provided
his file is properly documented
to show evidence of extreme
hardship or an indication such
deferment would alleviate hu-
man suffering.
0, May i employ an attorney
to counsel and advise me of my
rights under the draft law?
A. You may retain or secure
the advice of a private attorney.
However, you may take advantage
of the services of the government
appeal agent of yotir local board.
It is his duty to advise you of
your rights and he May assist
you in taking an appeal. For an
interview with your government
appeal agent, contact the execu-
tive secretary of your local boa-
rd and she will arrange an appoi-
ntment. Government appeal ageo-
ts serve without pay and their
service is available to registran.
Is without cost.
Help the Kentucky State Police to help an under-
privileged boy attend camp this summer. Aimed at
reachinttheboy in whom disregard for law and order
and fear of policemen has not yet taken a firm hold,
Trooper Island operates solely on contributions—and
without any state or federal funds. Your contribu-
tion now will help to make this year's encaxcpment at
Dale Hollow Reservoir a success fo? nearly boys.
TO: TROOPER_ ISLAM), INC.
Kentucky State Police -
State Office Build* -
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Enclosed please find m# contribution Ip
the amount of $ for Trooper
Island's 1970 summer epcampment.
(Nadir)
(This is a Rublic Service Announcement, Trooper Island, Inc.)
Most of the nation's indep-
endent businessmen favor a little
give and take. They want the Fed-
eral government to "give a litt-
le" in Federal taxes so that
the local property tax load will
be easier for taxpayers to take.
Legislation proposed by Rep.
William Brock of Tennessee to
extend the tax principle of prop-
erty depreciation to home own-
ership has received solid supp-
ort from businessmen polled by
the National Federation of In-
dependent Business.
His would permit 34-year,
straight-line depreciation on the
taxpayer's principal residence,
so as to provide a muimumann-
ial income tax deduction of$666.
This type of deduction is now
limited to business and income
property.
The poll finds 67 percent o
the proprietors in favor of this
tax relief for the homeowner,
only 28 percent opposing it, and
another 5 percent with no opinion,
Businessmen in Kentucky of land, materials, labor and mo-
rtgage money, on top of the gen-
eral inflationary squeeze on the
family budget, After buying,
there is the likelihood of higher
and higher Property taxes to
finance local government, sch-
ools, and other services and im-
provements.
Most of the businessmen app-
arently feel that the critical need
for tax relief overwhelms the
counter-argument that this would
reduce Federal revenue and do.
responded with 70 percent
support of the bill, 23 percen
dissenting, and 7 percent undo
cided.
Results seem to indicate tha
businessmen generally are gr
ally concerned over the !inane
-serails of home ownership to
sidlingfrom inflation and taxes,
and believe tax relief for lip
Soaring Auto Insurance Rate
Caused By Rise In Accidents
FRANKFORT, Ky. Arthur
E. Beard, executive director for
the Kentucky Traffic Safety Co-
crifinating Committee, 'says soar,
ing cost of automobile insur-
ance is c3used by the burgeon-
ing accident rate.
He called on individual driv-
ers to practice greater highway
safety at a step in reducing-the
cost. The price of auto insur-
ance row 32 per cent between.
1960 and 1966.
Beard said that the rise in
accident' rates coupled With the
rises in costs of hospital charg-
es, auto repairs, and doctors'
fees, naturally would result in
an increase in insurance rates.
"Auto insurance," 'he says
••1),115 for these things. When
the insurance companies must
pAN )U1 rmino because of
.cmia-prirec, and additional nio,:
,r irsireacing
-
of accidents, the companies are
forced to up their rates. They
have no choice." .
Most accidents are caused by
some form of negligence on the
part of drivers-involved, Beard
said. The three chief causes ire
drinking and driving, speeding,
and failure to yield right of
way, he says.
"As tom as the individual
driver d tea not exercise proper
safety, measures,' he cont4nued,
"the more money he will 'be
forced to pay for automobile
insurance. if everyone drove
carefully and brought the tit.
eident rate down, the insuran( e
rates would go down according-
Flying Grandma,
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property owner can be provided
at the Federal level.
In the sable vein, a majority
of businessmen earlier voted in
favor of Federal sharing of tax
revenue with cities and states,
A plan supported by President
Nixon.
Rep. Brock's proposal would,
in effect, allow depreciation on
residence value up to $20,000
(a maximum deduction of $666
a year). Actual tax reduction
would depend upon one's tat br-
acket.
Local government expenditur-
es "have forced property taxes
so high that they are now pro-
hibitive to the middle-income ho-
meawner,". Rep. Brock main-
tains. Besides giving relief to
present owners, the measurewo-
aid be an incentive for millions
who would like to own hOmes,
he says.
For manl young couples, their
"dream hthise" is becoming
more elusive due to rising costs
feat efforts to maintain a balms-
cod Federal budget. Many feel
that substantial cuts can be made
In government vending, which
increased from 92 billion in 1960
to almost 200 billion this year.
Congressman Brock's bill was
Introduced late last year, too
late to be considered in the Tax
Reform Act, By their vote, the
Independent businessmen are te-
Wog Congress that there's some
unfinished business in tax relief
and reform. -
ROME (UPI) — Police
watched green and red Lights
flashing in a window of an
apartment for several days
then raided the place Monday.
They arrested three women on
charges of prostitution.
Police said the women
flashed the green light when
they wanted visitors and the
red light when they did not.
FIRST SUMMIT MEETING SINCI-VERMANY SPUT East Ger-
man Premier Willi Stoph (right) greets West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt in Erfurt, ,East Germany, as the
two start the first summit meeting between Etist and West
since Germany was divided 25 years ago. (Cablephoto
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Washington
Window
By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Some
Americans have been laboring
under the impression that the
Vietnam War is ruining South
Vietnam and has not been too
healthy for the Vietnamese.
But for the past several
weeks, senior American advi-
sers in Vietnam have come
back to Washington with
reports that the war, hell that
it is, is going to produce some
nice benefits that one does not
regularly hear about.
The latest witness before the
Senate Foreign Rwlatinns Com-
mittee was Donald G. MacDoo-
aid, the foreign aid manager In
V Leta= .
MacDonald reports that the
1970s should he an "exciting
decade" for South Vietnam,
The government in Saigon,
which some have labelled
repressive, is achieving "rapid
social change in the midst of
war" and is building "a better
place in which to live, not at
some distant time, but today
and tomorrow."
MacDonald, furthermore,
says South Vietnam "will
Inherit from the war years...a
large reservoir of literate
manpower, trained to compara-
tively high letiells in diverse
military-civilian technical and
management skills," not to
mention "first class seaports,
warehousing facilities ad ex.
cellent major roadarteries."
The Southeast Asian nation,
he says, has *achieved "a
breakthrough in mass education
that many countries at peace in
the world are yet to begin,"
and "during a period when it
was swamped by the problems
of caring for refugees and the
war Injured it nonetheless
embarked on programs to
develop a capacity to deliver
health services to all Vietna-
mese."
Ambassador William E, Col-
by, who runs the American
political advisory program in
Vietnam, says he sees "a new
spirit In the countryside."
"The roads are open to many
markets and, from the air, tin
roofs sparkle throughout the
countryside where families are
once again tilling their long-
abandoned farms," Colby told
the committee.
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Dodgers Top White Sox 13-4,
Philadelphia Blanks Detroit
By United Press International
You won't find hide nor bare
of the 5-X experimental "rabbit
ball" today.
After a devastating March 18
when 208 runs were scored in 12
games and pitchers were
pounded for close to 300 hits,
baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn decided to cancel the
final two experimental days
with the 5 per cent more
resilient baseball.
Los Angeles couldn't care
less over the type of baseball
they used Tuesday as 4he
Dodgers scored doe runs on 11
hits in the second inning en
route to a 13-4 victory over the
Chicago White Sox. During the
Inning, rookie Steve Garvey
belted a triple and a homer,
Andy Kosco collected a pair of
singles and Jim Lefebvre
contributed a single and double.
Willie Crawford and Kosco
also bornered for Los Angeles,
while Duane Josephson hit two
homers for the White Sox and
Bill Melton had a solo blase
Pitching began catching up to
the bitting Tuesday as three
shutouts were recorded in
exhibition games. Greet Jack-.
son and Billy Wilson combined
on a tour-hitter as Philadelphia
blanked Detroit, 5-0. John
Briggs bornered for the Plills.
Jituferry yielded seven hits
in seven innings and Torn hail
allowed two in two frames to
produce Minnesota's 4.0 win
over Cincinnati, Catcher Paul
Ratliff homered for- the Twins.
/rank Howard and Hank
Allen bornered for Washington
as the Senators whitewashed
Kansas City, 8-0. Four pitchers
held the Royals to three hits,
making it a total of seven hits
Issued by the Washington
pitching corps in two consecu-
tive shutout games.
Richie Allen bit his fifth
homer in seven exhibition
games but it wasn't enough as
Pittsburgh drubbed St. Louis, 7-
3. Jose Martinez hit a two-run
homer for the Pirates.
Boston edged Houston 4-3,
with George Scott contributing
two singles that raised ids
spring batting average to .435.
Denis Menke accounted for all
the Astro runs with a homer.
The Mets finally cracked a
Yankee stranglehold that had
stretched through eight spring
games ow 1 five-year period
by beating their New York
neighbors, 4-1. Ed Kranepool hit
a two-run homer and Tom
Seaver tuned up for his April 7
opening day assignment against
Pittsburgh with five hits and a
run in six innings.
Nate Colbert and Clarence
Gaston each had three hits and
three RBI's in San Diego's 15-6
win over Oakland, the Chicago
Cubs' seven-run third inning
beat Cleveland, 10-8, and
California edged Seattle, 2-1.
Judgement
Day Near
For McLain
NEW YORK (UPI)-. Judge
meet day for suspended Detroit
Tigers pitching star Decay
McLain could come by the end
of the week.
McLain, who won or shared
the Cy Young Award the last
two years as the best pitcher in
the American League, is
currently under an indefinite
suspension from baseball while
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
conducts an investigation into
McLain's alleged involvement
with a gambling ring.
United Press Internatiooal
columnist Melton Richman re-
vealed last week that Kubn's
Investigation would be conclud-
ed within 10 days and that
McLain could be expected to
draw either a one-or-two year
suspension with a probationary
period to follow.
Meanwhile, in Detroit, a
federal grand jury is conduct-
ing its own investigation into
area gambling and reports are
circulating that the jury will
"clear" McLain in certain
aspects of its case and that he
would not be indicted, but
rather mentioned in the jury's
findings.
Cougars Win
Over Miami
By United Press International
The Carolina Cougars are
desperately trying for a second
place finish to escape the
clutches of the Indiana Pacers
In the opening round of the
'warning American Basketball
Association playoffs.
Carolina moved a step closer
to its goal Tuesday night with a
127-112 victory over Miami that
left the third-place Cougars just
two games back of second-place
Kentucky.
The team that finishes third
In the regular season gets to
play Indiana in the first round
of the Eastern Division play-
offs. The Pacers lead the East
by 16 games.
Bob Verge, the ABA's second
leading scorer, netted 36 points
against last-place Miami as the
Floridians dropped 35 games
off the pace. Don Freeman
scored 46 points in Miami's
losing cause.
Dallas scored an easy 133-105
victory over Pittsburgh in the
only other game. The Chaps,
moving into the Western
Division's third-place berth by
a half game over Los Angeles,
ran up 12 straight points in the
first period to start the rout.
John Brisker of the Pipers had
a game-high 31 points and Ron
Boone led Dallas with 23.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI)- Brooks
Robinson rarely loses his cool.
He doesn't boot many on or
off the field, but Baltimore's 32-
year old defensive magician,
winner of 10 Gold Glove awards
at third base, gets a little hot,
the same way Willie Mays
does, anytime you ask him how
many more years he plans to
keep playing.
The subject is a rather
natural one since time flies and
It was 15 years ago that
Robinson first reported to the
Orioles.
"You know something," Ro-
binson says, "that was the first
thing Harry Dalton talked to
me about when I saw him in
his office last January."
Enjoys Fine Rapport
Dalton is vice president and
director of player personnel for
the Orioles and enjoys a fine
rapport with Baltimore's play-
ers. When he spoke with
Robinson two months ago he
did so purely in a constructive
sense, probably thinkiqg of
offering him a job in the
organization some day.
"'Have you ever thought
what you're going to do when
you're through playing?' he
asked me," Robinson remem-
bers. "I thought, damn, I'm
getting old. I told him that was
the first time he'd ever asked
me that."
Brooks Robinson now knows
there Is a first time for
everything.
"I said to myself I guess I'm
getting up there," he laughs,
thinking back to his conversa-
tion that day with Dalton. "I
said, 'Harry, I'm never gonna
manage so you don't have to
worry about that. Too many
headaches. I've talked to
Stanky about managing. Ile told
Something New and Exciting
Is Coming To
CAIN & TREAS
YOUR AMERICAN MOTORS DEALER
-First
me you never really start
thinking about it until your last
few years playing. I positively
know I'm not gonna manage
though. I have no interest in
It.' I
What About Coaching?
Dalton's next question was
what about coaching?
That's a possibility, too,"
added the Orioles' third base.
man who did everything he
could to steal the World Series
away from the Mets single.
handedly last fall.
Robinson might be interested
In some kind of front office job
with the Orioles when he's
through.
"I know I don't have the
experience, and I don't know
whether I could stop living like
I have been I mean the
money I'm making . . • but I
think working in the trout office
would be interesting."
San Diego Padres Target
1s70 Victories This Season
By JOE SARGLS
UPI Sports Writer
YUMA, Ariz (UP!)-. The Sas
Diego Padres won a record St
games for an expansion team
in 1969 and the target for 1970
Is at least 70 victories.
That may be asking too much
but both President E. J.
"Buzzle" Bavasi and Manager
Preston Gomez think it's
possible.
Their optimism stems from
the final month of the 1969
campaign when the Padres won
12 of 21 games.
"We learned a lot of things In
that last month." said Gomez-
the other day while analyzing
his club for the 1910 season.
"Some of our young players
improved and with the addition
of five players we picked up in
winter trades I think we will do
even better."
Names Five Plaxerst
The plagers Gomez was
talking about are catcher Bob
Barton, third baseman Bobby
Etheridge and pitcher Ron
,lierbel picked up from the
Giants and pitcher Pat Dobsoa
and second baseman Dave 
Campbell acquIrde from De-
trolt.
Nate Colbert, who led the
Padres with 26 homers and 66
runs batted in as a rookie last
year, is a fixture at first with
Campbell, a fine gloveman,
moving in at second, and
Etheridge, a .300 hitter if he
stays healthy, at third.
"I have Jose Arcia, Tommy
Dean and Rafael Robles
fighting for the shortstop job,"
said Gomez. "All can play the
position but none can hit,
Maybe before the sitS011 opens
we can trade for a hitting
shortstop."
011ie Brown, 20 homers and
61 RBIs, is all set in right field.
while Jerry Morales (at Elmira
most of 1969) and Clarence
Gaston, who hit .23o as a rookie
Iii 1969. are Gomez' current
picks for center and left.
Three Backup Men
Behind Brown, Morales and
Gaston, Gomez has, veteran Al
Ferrara, who tilt 15 homers and
had 56 RBIs in 1969, Ivan
Murrell and Larry Stahl.
Strange as It may seem,
Gomez is not too worried about
his pitching staff.
Al Santorini 0-14), Clay
Kirby (7-20) and Dobson (5-10
with Detroit) already have been
designated as starters, as well
as Dick Kelley (9-8), the club's
only lefthander. Behind them
Gomez is trying out young Mike
Corkins, Tom Dukes and Herbel
as spot starters and long
relievers. That leaves Tommie
Sig, Jack Baldschun, Billy
McCool, Gary Ross, Dave
Roberts and Phil Knuckles
fighting it out for bullpen Jobs.
Gomez said he was not happy
with last year's record "be-
cause you are never satisfied
with losing," but that he is
realistic enough to believe
things could get better.
TOP SEEDED
JACKSONVILLE, Fire (UPI)
- Nancy Richey and Arthur
Ashe were top-seeded for
today's opening round of the
$10,000 Jacksonville Open tennis
championships.
Cliff Richey was seeded
second in the men's division
and Kathy Harter No. 2 in
women's singles.
-
REGAINS TITLE
WEMBLEY, England (UPI)
- Henry Cooper regained the
British heavyweight title Tues-
day on a 15-round decision over
Jack Bodell. Cooper weighed
190t/4 to 2063/4.
Cooper never actually lost his
crown in the ring. He vacated
the title last year when the
British Boxing Board of Control
refused to sanction a fight with
Jimmy Ellis for the world
championship.
Assemblies Missions
sPRINGPEELD, Mo. (UPI)
— Two African nations, Ivory
Casst tad- Rhodesia, are the
latest countries where the As-
semblies of God has sent mis-
sionaries. The denomination
lists 884 missionaries in 75
countries.
Oakland, Minnesota Battle
To 2-2 Deadlock Last Night
By United Press International
Oakland and Minnesota, bat-
tling for the fourth and final
playoff spot in the National
Hockey League's Western Divi-
sion, go their separate ways
today with both teams probally
just a little frustrated over
Tuesday night's 2-2 tie.
The North Stars remained in
fourth place, one point ahead of
the Seals, by virtue of the
deadlock, but Minnesota had
hoped to do better in its next-
to-last home game of the
season. The North Stars must
now play five of their final six
games on the road beginning
tonight at Pittsburgh.
Oakland, also with six games
left to play, failed to gain any
ground despite continuing its
mastery over the North Stars
who have not beaten the Seals
In seven games this season
while gaining only two ties. The
Seals have four of their last six
Minnesota.
contests athome, including a
key game Sunday against
The Seals managed to keep
pamicke Tuesday,snigh15tthtnagr:ais 
of
the season at the 11:12 mark of
the final period. Bill Golds-
worthy tallied his 33rd goal and
Tommy Williams cojlected his
12th for the North Mkw•-while
Wayne Muloin's third goal
accounted ilpr Oakland's first
escore.
In the only other game,
Western Division champion St.
Louis continued its hex over
pathetic Los Angeles, beating
the Kings, 4-0, for its 15th
straight victory over a two-year
period over the Western c
ellar
dwellers.
The loss moved the Kings
within one defeat of tying the
NHL record for most
defeats in one season.
The mark of 51 setbacks was
set by the Chicago Black
Hawks during the 1953.54
campaign and with five games
remaining, the Kings look like a
sure bet to eclipse the record.
Gary Sabourin and rookie
Norm Dennis accounted for all
of St. Louis' scoring with two
goals each while veteran Goalie
Jacques Plante was forced to
stop only 19 shots in picking up
his 73rd career shutout.
HELPS WITH MAIL
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)- Outfiel-
der Roy White of the Yankees
returned to New York sooner
than he expected. White was
ordered to report for Army
Reserve duty today to help
process mail during the current
postal strike,
INCREASES LEAD
NEW YORK (UPI)- Dick
Lotz increasea-life earnings
lead in the PGA money
standings to $55,025 today with
his tiny $100 prize money in last
weekend's Jacksonville Qpen
golf tournament, Bob Lunn is
second with $53.733,
Southern Sideline
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI)- Gary Play-
er doesn't like to talk about it
publicly, but he's admitted to
his friends in private that he's
quite concerned about the possi-
bility of trouble from black mili-
tants.
"I don't want to become in-
volved in politics," the South
African golfer quietly tells in-
terviewers who broach the sub-
ject.
But militants in this country
obviously have decided that
Player is a symbol of South Af-
rica's apartheid, regardless of
his feelings rfn that Subject; so
he's involved, whether he Likes
It or not.
To briefly background the sit-
 uation:
Player was the focal point of
a racial demonstration last
August during the PGA cham-
pionship at Dayton, Ohio.
Away Seven Months
He left the United States at
the conclusion of that tournae
meat (he finished second, a
stroke behind winner Ray
Floyd) and did not return until
a couple of weeks ago after a
seven-month absence.
Questioned immediately about
what happened at Dayton and
what might happen this year,
Player tried to smooth things
over by offering to stage an ex-
hibition tour with several black
golfers to raise money for the
United Negro College Fund.
Instead of relieving the prob.
lem, Player's seemingly gener-
ous offer stirred it up.
There was a report out of
New York City that an unidenti-
fied black militant had warned
Player would be "taking his life
In his own hands" if he made
this proposed tour; black golfers
Charles Sifford and Lee
Elder reportedly w er e eau-
tioned against joining Player in
such a venture; and Arthur
Ashe, a black U. S. tennis play.
er who had been barred from
South Attica, was quoted, from
Australia, as saying he "feared
for Player's life."
What to Believe?
Player has indicated that he
expects that if trouble is to
come, it. may .come during the
'week of the Masters golf tourn-
ament, April feee at -*trued;
Ga.
Player is not the first to sug-
gest that the Masters could be
a racial "hot spot." That tourn-
ament has been under attack
before by blacks who call it a
"white supremacist" event be-
cause no Negro golfer has ever
been invited to participate.
"If Player is sincere in his
desire to help us
' 
why doesn't
he vote one of us into the Mas-
ters?" recently asked Sifford,
dp ri theeaof black golfers on theGA tour.
Sifford, who has long made
Issue of the fact that he's never
been invited to the Masters,
was referring to the fact that
Player, as a past champion,
has one of 21 votes in the year-
ly selection of one golfer not
otherwise qualified to play in
the prestigious tournament.
Chance of Trouble
Player apparently is undecid-
ed about whether he should play
in cities like Cleveland (June
25-28) and Philadelphia (July
16-19) which are potential
trouble spots.
OfaclaLs at Pensacola, Fla.,
and Jacksonville, Fla., Gary's
first two stops since rejoining
the U. S. tour, assigned plain-
clothes policemen to keep an
eye on Player.
"No one knows jicow met
good that wou151- if some nut
Is really-out" to get him," one
ofticlali,s, "All we can do is
take riecautions and hope for
ihwhest."
People who know Gary Player
feel he's getting the short end
of the stick.
True, South Africa has been
hard-nosed in its policies re-
garding black athletes. but
Player has kept clear of his
controversy, saying, on numer-
ous occasions, "I'm a golfer,
not a politician."
This, of course, doesn't satist•
some of the black militants. As
they see It, there is no neutral:
ground. Since Player tails to
show his support by speakire.;
out against his own count), he
must be against them.
"They are trying to force
Gary to take a stand-- or run,"
said one of Player's acquaint-
ances. "Gary is sincere in his
desire to stay out of the contro-
versy. But, at the same tin
he's ilkot too much guts to let
em send birn rutin* with his-
tail tucked between his let's.
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Research Students In California Find
Oat flow To Drive Nail With A Banana
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI)—Drive a
nail with a banana. Silly, you
say.
Drop a rubber ball and see it
shatter. Silly to that, too.
Don't tell a lucky batch of
students from the San Francis-
co I3ay area it can't be done.
They've seen such feats per-
formed before their eyes.
It's happening during an
experiment involving coopera-
tion with a research center in
Richmond, Calif., and young-
sters from Portola Juoior High
School in nearby El Cerrito.
The students, all from
disadvantaged backgromels, go
to the laboratory while working kids dig, it's relevancy."
chemists try to turn them on But there's a two-way pitch
about science, making it come to the learning.
alive for them. "All of as are learning a
Shatter Rubber tremeodous amount from these
The banana that drove the kids," carol the scientists said.
nail became hammer-strong "Me — I'm learning bow
during a bath in liquid nitrogen ealsogsters think and react.
welch froze it solke A cup in Maybe I'm closing the genera-
the same stuff made the rubber boo gap for myself— with their
ball shatter instead of betioce heirs"
when it was dropped.
The students go in grams of
10 once a week_ Each is
assigned to a research cuter
scientist— tutor for the day. It's
more than a fleld trip. Students
get school credit for participse
tioe.
Dramatic demonstrations
aside, there's plenty of basic
science-teaching involved. Occa-
skrually, the students ask Met
tutors help with classroom
homework problems
°Mei:as at the school are
just as esdniMiastic about the
program as are tutors from the
work-a-day laboratories (Stauf-
fer Chemical Co.),
Principal John acharetg re
ports significant changes in
students who have participated
— a change in the way they look
at school and in their attitudes
toward teachers.
Provides Motivation
"They need motivation and
this experience helps 'provide
It," he said.
Robert Creer, coordinator of
the program, said
"Tee kids don't really under-
stand the importance of educa-
ted after talking to a
chemist it becomes relevant.
And if there's anything these
Think twice before by-pass-
ing boneless meat because of its
higher price. The University of
Nebraska Extension Service re-
minds that with no excess fat
and no bone, every bit of meat
adds up to more servings from
each pound.
• • •
For quirt ironing' without
getting out the ironing board.
stretch a piece of aluminum foil
under a towel or ironing cloth.
The foil reflects the heat and
speeds touchups.
eat. -741361,-
Hubby's loan
business or pleasure?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We live in a small town where everybody
knows everybody else's business.
Well, my husband and I have two cars. He drives one
and I drive the other. About a week ago he asked me if I
would mind letting him use MY car because his had to go
into the shop. Well, of course I said I didn't mind, even tho
it meant my begging rides with my neighbors to haul my
kids here and there, do my marketing, and so on.
It turned out that HIS car never did go into the shop as
there was nothing wrong with it. Instead he let some red-
heated divorcee who works for him use HIS car because
HERS had to go into the shop. How about that?
Everybody in town has seen this redhead driving my
husband's car and I am plenty mad! My sister says I should
go see this redhead and smash her nose in. What is .your
advice? NO WHEELS
DEAR NO: Deal take your sister's advice seriously or
you could have an assault case on your hands. Ask your
husband if the redhead is driving his car for business or
pleasure. If it's pleasure—give him the business.
DEAR ABBY: I am 27 years old and I'm writing to you
with a problem I am too ashamed to ask anybody about
face to face.
I grew up on a farm. We had 16 cows who had to be
milked morning and evening and I did ALL the milking. We
didn't have mechanical milkers, so I milked those cows by
HAND myself.
Well, my problem is I have a forearm any man would
be proud of. and I am a woman. Is there any way I can get
those big muscles down" They aren't as firm as they used to
be because I don't milk cows any more, but I would like to
wear sleeeeless dresses now and then Thanks for any help
you can give me "MUSCLES"
DEAR MUSCLES: When a formerly asasestar pees's
Maps exercising. flab replaces ,aitaaele. If I were yee. I'd
wear sleeves.
THE LEDGER 1k TIM48 — MURRAY.
Child's Persistent
'Why" Answered in
A Poem By A Child
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)— Observe.
tions on the American scene:
A recent column on how
parents cope with a child's
persistent "why?" prompted a
note from Mrs. R. It Michalec,
of Columbia, S.C. She enclosed
a poem she said her daughter
(age not given) had written
because it was Mamma who
kept asking "why?"
I read the short poem with
pleasure; I hope you do too.
"Why we need the thing
called love,
"Why- we need the Lord
above,
“Why
day,
"Why
stay,
'why?'
"Why
we need the coming
at peace we want to
we ask the question
with us shall some day
die."
Some words are so over-
worked these days, it'd be a
pleasure to see them shelved
for a good long rest. I'd suggest
among others — polarization,
Vietnamiz and Viethamization,
finalize, relevance, viable, cha-
risma, chauvinism, and ecolo-
gy.
---
A sign on a New York
restaurant specializing in whole
family of sausages reads,
'World's Wurst"
And a sign in a pet shop In
downtown Manhattan adverti-
ses, "Fish and Cheeps."
---
QV- the rude awakening of
growing up. One of my nieces
as a toddler loved, as most
children do, to run outside the
minute a snow began and
"catch." the flakes in her
mouth, tay to grasp them with
her hands, laugh with delight as
they moistened her face.
But the other day, unloading
from the family car and going
in over her boot-tops in a snow
and slush-filled gaiter, she
turned to her mother to
observe, "Mamma, they don't
make snow like they used to
do,"
DEAR ABBY: Will you please remind your readers to
look after parents when they're old, senile, half blind, crip-
pled, and unable to lead a normal life? Old parents 'need
all their children. It's not always easy to cope with aging
parents, but we weren't easy to cope with when they were
raising US either We OWE it to them I just wish someone
had reminded ME of these things when Mamma was still
alive. It's too late now, and I haven't had a decent night's
sleep since she died three months ago.
I knew she had a good bane with my sister, so that
was that. Why didn't I take her for a few weeks, or event for
Sunday dinner, or for a little drive' I never had time for
bet-, yet I had time for others: and anything else I wanted
to do. Mamma was so lonely, and a change of scenery would
have meant so much to her Or even a meal at my home, -
eat I was too busy. Andl had plenty of excuses.
I suppose the only one in our large family who is sleep-
ing is my sister who took Mamma to live with her. I've
tried to ease my conscience by telling myself I wasn't
really ashamed al ber like My older brother was. Or I wasn't
cheap, like another sister. I DID buy her things [which she
never really needed or enjoyed much) But it's too late now.
hope Mamma forgives me. . CAN'T SLEEP
What's your problent Wesel feel better it you get it elf
,our chest. %rite to iFIFIY, Bee Wee, Las Angeles, Cal.
SOM. For a tiersessi reply endow stamped. addressed
esi elope.
Nate to write letters!' Send si to bb Doi 0700.
it•geles. Cat *WO. for ibby's booklet. "How to Write Lei-
ter) for %II occasions "
Wednesday, Meech 25
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at the church
at 8:30 p.m
• • •
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Thorn whose home sad
contents were destroyed by ftre,
will be honored with a house-
hold shower at the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church at 715
pm.
• • •
The Newcomers Club ladies
day bridge will be held at the
Student Union Building at 7:30
m For reservations call 738-
6020.
• • •
The Murray Woman's Club
will have its "Diamond Jubilee
Luncheon" at the club house at
10:30 a.m.
• • •
Thursday, March 26
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. R. A. John-
ston at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. Dan Hut-
son will speak on "Bridging the
Generation Gap Through Com-
munications"
Mrs. Dan Hutson Is
Guest Speaker For
Home Department
• • •
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Misses Louise
and Madelyn Lamb, Mesdames
James M. Lassiter, Salvatore
Matarazzo, Ralph McClinton,
and Ace McReyonlde
• • •
Friday, March V
A bake sale, sponeorad by the
Hazel United Methodist Chureb
will be held in Hazel starting
at 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. Dan Hutson was the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held oa
Thursday, March 19, at one o'-
clock in the afternoon at the
club house.
"How to be an Absolutely
Perfect Housekeeper" was the
topic of the very humorous and
delightful program presented
by Mrs. Hutson who is a form-
er speech teacher at Murray
State University.
Mrs. Dwight Crisp, program
leader, introduced Mrs. Hut.
SOD.
The department chairman,
Mrs. John Stamps, presided at
the meeting and the membees
answered the roll call with
"Why I like to be a member of
the Home Department?"
Mrs. Albert Crider served as
secretary in the absence of Mrs
Noel Melugin who is ill. Mrs.
Carl Lockhart gave the trea-
surer's report.
The members voted to send
a donation to the Easter Seal
Society Appointed to nominat-
ing committee were Mrs. David
Henry, Mra. Nix Crawford, and
Mrs. 0. C. Wells. Names will
be tabled in April.
Mrs. Don Keller, president of
the Woman's Club, was a guest
and gave a brief report on the
effort being made to place all
past yearbooks of the club since
it 6-as organieed in the 1
library.
Other guests were Mrs. H.
Glenn Doran and Mrs. Hutson.
A potluck luncheon was serv-
ed with the tables being decor-
ated with spring flowers.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Clifton Key, Kerby Jennings,
Commodore Jones, Owen Bill-
ington, Vester Orr, and J. T.
Sammons.
•
• • •
Igimmez
Kr. and Mrs Woodrow Gliss-
on, Jr., 929 North 21st Street,
Paducah, are the parents of a
baby boy, William Jeffrey,
Weighing -eight pounds seven
ounces, born on Saturday,
March 21, at 2:38 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal
They have one son, David
Lydal, age five The father is
employed at Preston Chemicals,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Woodrow Glisson of Lowes
and Mr. and Mrs. Pat Richie of
Paducah. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. IVrman Re
chie of Paducah.
An Easter Egg Hunt for pre-
school -through third grade chil-
dren of the Colloway County
Country Club will be held at
the club from ten to 11:30 am.
Each child should bring four
eggs. In charge of the arrange-
ments are Mesdames Bill Hine,
chairman, Bob Billmgton, Ted
Billington, Prue Kelly, Tommy
Chrisp, and Vernon Cohoon.
• • •
The Hazel High School Alum.
al Association banquet will be
held at the Murray Woman'
Club How.: at ,cven pm. M
reservations by March 23 wi
the class representatives o
send $2.30 per plate to Tommye
D. Taylor, Box 389, Murray
• • •
The Alpha Department of th
Murray Woman's Club will hay.
an *Pea luncheon meeting a
the club house at noon wi
Mesdames Henry McKenzie,
bert Hornsby, Russell Terhune
Edwin Larson, Preston Jones,
and Miss Mildred Hatcher as
hostesses.
• • •
Monday, March 30
The Murray High Sc boo
Home Economics classes wi
hold their annual style show a
the high school auditorium a
7:30 pm. The public is invitei
and there is no admilaio
charge
• • •
Se.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club veil
sponsor a bake sale in front of
Ben's starting at nine cm. The
proceeds from the sale of home-
made cakes and pies will go to.
ware the summer kindergarten
project.
• • •
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James C. Williams, 1303
Doran Road, at seven p.m. with
Mn. Debbie Williams as hos-
tess.
• • •
The Military Ball sponsored
by the ROTC will be held at
the Student Union Building
from eight to 12 midnight
Dress is formai •
KENTUCKY
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
owte4
Miss Nannette Solomon Honored At Tea
Held At The Holiday Inn On Saturday
Miss Nannette Solomon, June
ltth bride-elect of Anthony
Bernard Kiser, Jr., was com-
plimented with a lovely tea
held at the Holiday Inn on Sat-
urday, March 21, from three
to five o'clock in the afternoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
special occasion were Mesdames
H. W. Wilson, Harvey Ellis,
Jack Shell, Gelen Thurman,
Jr., Freddie Hendon, Cal Lu-
:S*, Max Cannon, G. T. Lilly,
eg Miss Trudy Lilly.
Greeting the guests at the
door and inviting them to the
receiving line were Mrs. Wll-
eel and Mrs. Lilly. Miss Melanie
Boyd presided at the register
table overlaid with a white cut.
work cloth and centered with a
bud vase of jonquils and baby's
breath.
Receiving the guests with the
1,onoree were her mother, Mrs
W. H. Solomon, her mother-in-
law to be, Mrs. Anthony Be*
nard' Kiser, Sr., of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and her maternal grand-
mother, Mrs. W. A. Ashbrook
of LaCenter.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a trousseau frock
of aqua bonded crepe, Mrs. So-
lomon wore an aqua decree
knit dress, Mrs. Kiser wore a
ft green knit with a green
and yellow scarf, and Mrs. Ash-
rook wore a lime green knit
dress and coat ensemble. They
each wore hostesses' gift cor-
sages of yellow and white spring
Morton Home Scene
Of Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Meeting
Mrs. Shirley Morton was hos-
tess for the meeting of the Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority, Omicro
Alpha chapter, W. 0 W., to
the meeting at her home o
Sunset Drive.
An outstanding citizen in the
community was selected a n d
will be kept secret until the
Saturday, March 2S presentation of an engraved
plaque
The chapter voted to pur-
chase a wheel chair, walker,
and crutches to be loaned free
to local citizens. The group is
also purchasing a respirator for
a small child who has a re-
spiratory ailment.
Jean Richerson, Glenda Smith,
and Loretta Jobs have perfect
attendance for 1989 and will be
recognized and presented
gift.
 ale
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
odd
flowers.
Also present for the prenupt-
ial event were the groom-elect's
sisters, Miss Mary Kay Kiser,
Mrs. Otto Ridge, and Little Miss
Teresa Kiser, all of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The yellow and while color
scheme was used in the decor-
stions throughout the room.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid 'with a yel-
low cloth under yellow and
silver net caught at the corners
with nosegays of wedding bells
and white and yellow flowers.
Centering the table was the
tall siiver compote with silver
prisms holding an arrangement
of daisies, jonquils, and baby's
breath
The silver punch bowl, tray
and silver ladle used was from
the honoree's sorority, Alpha
Gamma Delta. Mrs. Hendon,
Mrs. Shell, and Miss Lilly, who
will be a bridesmaid for Miss
Solomon, presided at the tea
table.
Card tables overlaid with
white cloths and centered with
bud vases filled with spring
flowers were placed about the
room for the guests to be seat-
ed.
One hundred persons called
during the afternoon hours.
• • •
Shrine Club Holds
Meeting Saturday
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club met at the home
of Mr. and Mrs William E.
Moffett, Panorama Shores, on
Saturday, March 21, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Preceding the business meet-
ing a delicious potluck supper
was served. Norman Klapp gave
the invocation. Following the
meeting dancing was enjoyed.
Members and wives present
were Messrs and Mesdames
Freed Cotham, Norman Klapp,
Don Robinson, Johnny Hern-
don, Otis Hatcher, Bruce Wil-
son, Irvin Carpenter, Edsel
Beale, Troy Sheppard, Woodrow
Dunn, 'Joe Dane Watkins, and
William Moffett. Guests were
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams
and Mrs. Pearl Moffett.
• • •
Used to be that in the closet
of almost every male there was
a smoking jacket. The nearest
thing to it today is the host
coat. growing in popularity for
home entertaining and loafing.
Mrs. W. A. Farmer
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meeting
Mrs. W. A. Farm% was the
leader for the program present-
ed at the meeting of the Wo
man's Missionary Society of 'he
Elm Grove Baptist Church held
un Wednesday, March 18, at
seven o'clock in the evening 1.t
the church.
"Step By Step — Liberia and
Botswana" was the theme of
the program given by Mrs
Firmer, Mrs Rupert Emerson,
aind Mrs. Joe Arnold.
Mrs George eosey gave the
call to prayer reading the sti'llp
ture from Mark 4:1-9. Mrs. Wal-
ton IFulkerson led the Oxen
prayers--
Others present were Mes
dames Albert Crider, Mason
Thomas, Charles Burkeen,
James Outland, Luther Hendon,
Henry Richardson, and Glen
Hale and -600. Roger,
•
After nine yea' s of
Castro's rule. Cuban mf.i.
permitted to bt6, only (vric
and one pair of trouseis a ‘P',
reports. the American !no:,
of Nferills nnd W..at •
Membership Of Nation's Club Women Is
Now Forty Million Strong, Says Book
By Gay Pauley
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI).— They're
40 million strong in member
ship. They're the nation's cl
women who do wield m
Influence for good,
But sometimes it's the wa
they go about it that makes
them the target for the tweet that it was the custom
r a club to have some
ember give a brief biography
a famous %author and a
• 'neon from an author's
ks.
The author on this particular
y was George Eliot and
troduction of the speaker, a
eneral, was sidelined for a few
elutes for the biography and
notation.
The member ended "Blessed
that man who having nothing
say, thereby abstains from
rdy evidence of the fact.
ank you, Now we will hear
jokesters, the cartoonists, th
authors. Anyone sitio's ever
been a joiner knows what
mean. Robert's Rules o
Parliamentary Procedure can
really get a beating.
Consider this in the report of
a club chairman— "We chose
the new members of secret
ballot and I'm happy to
announce that the decision was
unaninious with the exception
of two votes,"
Or this: "There were so
many controversial subjects on
the agenda that the board
members decided to dispensefrom our visiting general."
with the business and show the
color films we took at the
spring picnic."
An affectionate look at what
goes on in women's club
meetings comes from Run&
Erwin Ware, a mother, grand-
mother, newspaperwoman and
— right, clubwoman.
Her "All Those in Favor Say
Something" delightfully recalls
among other things some of the
gaffes of introducing the
speaker, excerpts from secreta-
ry's reports, plus a eerious
section in "Instant" parliamen-
tary law.
The matter of taking minutes
Offer can be efficient or just
jotting them down on scrap
paper to be rehandled later,
Sometimes they're not, Mrs.
Ware recalled one garden club
secretare's minutes read at the
next meeting along these lines
— "at the May - meeting,
plans were made for a flower
show to be held in October.
Don't forget dry cleaning,
laundry, eggs, bread, milk,
mustard, 'hamburger, dog food
and get oil changed in„car. The
minutes were read esnd ap-
proved and the treasury report-
ed that all bills are paid
through April and the treasury
shows a balance of $17,81."
Something usually goes wrong
In introduction of a speaker,
Mrs. Ware recalls the literary
iety president who almost
N,EDNESDAY — MARCH 25, 1970
Mrs. Thomas Jones
Hostess For Meet
Of Women's Group
Mrs. Thomas Jones opened
her lovely home on South 12th
Street for the meeting of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Wo-
men of the North Pleasant
Grove Church held on Thursday
evening.
"Easter In A Confused
Dr. Shelby Hicks World" was the subject of the
program presented by Rev. EddAnd Mrs. Illeaver Glover, pastor of the church
Married At Home The program leader, Mrs.
Edd Glover, reported on the
Married Monday evening, World Day of Prayer program,
March 2, in Redlands, Califor- sponsored by Church Women
nia were Dr. Shelby Hicks of United.
Los Angeles and Mrs. Robert Refreshments of cheese cake,
Weaver, also of Los Angeles. Cokes, and coffee were served
The ceremony was performed by the hostess, Mrs. Jones, to.
in the home of Dr. Hicks' bro- Mrs. Nut Crawford, Mrs. Merritt
tber, Robb Hicks, and Mrs Lawson, Mrs. John Hine, and
Hicks, 2 Summit Avenue, Red. Rev and Mrs. Glover.
land, California. The April 9th meeting at 1:30
Pastor Don Bauer of Loma p.m will be held at the home
Linda performed the nuptials of Mrs.. Edwin Cain'• • •which were attended by close
friends and relatives of the fam-
ilies.
Mrs. Wes (Lucille) Doty of
Mrs. Weaver's son, Robert Bruceton, Tenn., is visiting her
Jr. of Los Angeles, gave her in sister, Mrs. Bun Swann, North
marriage. Dr. Hicks' son, David. lath Street. Mrs. Doty recently
of Santa Barbara, stood with spent eight ,days with their
tim as his best man, other sister, Mrs. ()swell West
Dr. Hicks is the son of the of Westaco, Texas, located in
late Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Hicks the lower Rio Grande Valley
of Hazel. Mrs. West is now home in
A reception and wedding sup. Wesley Manor, a lovely Metho-
per followed. dist retirement home with all
Guests included the Robb the luxuries and conveniences
Hicks' son and his family, Dr. of a modern motel with nursing
and Mrs. Robert Hicks III of care facilities. Mrs. Doty ard
Covina; Dr. James Barger of Mrs. West had not seen each
Loa Angeles, Roger and Ronald other for eleven years and Mrs
Mohlingseof San Diego; Eft--Zireer said she was pleased to
Robb Hicks' brother and his see her sister so happy and con-
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Bert liflo tent in the home. They are or-
ling of San Diego; Mr. and Mrs, Wally from Calloway County.
Feney Rice of Gardena, .Mr' 
and Mrs. Victor Robbins of Los
Angeles; Mrs. Gary Davis of
Ventura, Mrs. James Pierce and
Mrs. Don Bauer, Loma Linda,
The couple will live in Los
Angeles where Dr. Hicks is
with the Department of Mental"
Health at Oliveview hospital
center and his bride is a nurse
with the public health depart-
ment of the Los Angeles Board
of Education. She served as a
flight nurse during World War
H.
Dr. Hicks is a past president
of the Board of Medical Exam-
iners.
• • •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robertson
and children, Mark. Valerie,
and Scott, of Chelsa, Mich, will
spend the weekend with Mrs.
Robertson's mother, Mrs. Al
berta Rule. They will later vis-
it his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Carter Robertion of Monteons
cry, AlabamaS
Spring fashions offer a stuay
in contrasts. There are the skirt
lengths, mini and maxi. the hot
colors up against the pastels and
all going alongside black which
is back, the long hair es well as
the boyish crop, and the no-lip-
stick look as well as the brightly
rouged lips of the 1930's.
PERSONALS
oimmimmum
When you're engaged
_043
love makes the
world go 'round
Your Welcome Wagon
hostess would like to
bring useful sugges-
tions and gifts to
your happy world.
Why not call her.
Call Linda Adams
Phone 753-2376
411 ' On._quit
ANNUAL
Easter Special
March 23rd thru 31st
For Children Through Age 12
ONE ax10
and
12 BILLFOLD or
POSTCARD PHOTOS
s $5.95
— CHOICE OF PROOFS —
Teen Agers or Adults $1 00 Extra
LOVE STUDIO
503 Poplar Street
fl_,
ea_aki.at 0
i4y0LLd ast34c_X,24,44
624-a- J..'ia-K)a...Gda
di&' 4L4A4.-
2. 40/04-Atzt-C;.)!
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WE OOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-Al SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLEFRYERS
BREAST LB. 65c
LEGS LB. 49c
THIGHS LB. 49c
LB. 28
fRynts CUT UP
LB. 33C
BUTTERNUT
BROWN & SERVE
ROLLS
19c
12 CT. PKG.
BEEF STEW LYKES
1jA•NZ5. $1
HYDE PARK
BISCUITS
680z.
CRACKERS LARA LYNN 1 LB. Box 24
HYDE PARK
GRADE A SMALL
EGGS
3 $ 1 00LIMIT 3 DOZ. DOZ.
SLOPPY JOES KELLY'S 15 OZ. CAN 39C
HYDE PARK PURE VEGETABLE ,
SHORTENING
3 LB. CAN
58c-
REELFOOT BUTT PORTION
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
OPEN 24 his. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK
REELFOOT
HAM
SHANK PORTION 5LB.
REELFOOT CHOICE BEEF
RIB STEAK LB  84
HAM LB  65
REELFOOT CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST ENGLISH CUT
REELFOOT CHOICE
LB. 79
SWISS STEAK LB 84
MORELL
SAUSAGE REG.
JOHNSONS
1.19
WIENERS 
ANACONDA
ALUMINUM loll
TOILET TISSUE
CHARMIN
FISHER BOY
FISH STICKS
DEL MONTE
LB. 79t
12 OZ. PKG. 550
18 IN. PKG. 49t
4 ROLL PKG.
TOMATO JUICE
450
8 OZ.4 PKGS. $11
  3 4CSAONZ11
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
C flDIIo RN YELLOW WHOLE KERNEL CZ.
DEL MONTE
CATSUP  4 BOTTLE 14 OZ.s$1
SWEET POTATOES2LBs29C
CRISP
CELERY STALK 14
SUNK 1ST
,LEMONS  DOZ. 49
16 TO 22 LB.
TOMS LB.
Ready To GoBAR-1.0
RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES
Beef
Pork
Lb 980
Lb 590
5/$1.00
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE
U.S D.A. GRADE A
TURKEYS
33c
HEN TURKEYS GRADE A. 
„I!! toAl2 LB. 3%
PEPSI, 7 UP & MOUNTAIN DEW
DRINKS
LIMIT 3 CTNS. WITH BOTTLES3 6 BOTTLE S
CTNS
10 OZ.
00
TOMATO SAUCE SACRAMENTO 10C
SALAD DRESSING
MIRACLE
WHIP
LIMIT 2 48c
DOG FOOD FRISKIE 25 LB. BAG $2.29
ADAMS FROZEN
ORANGE
JUICE
3 22AN°SZ.
COOKIES L ARA LYNN - 3 BOXES $1
DEL MONTE
FRUIT
COCKTAIL
504 00
CANS
At.
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Mt the "Great Decisions of involving soviet PartIciPation. Year — to attack. that the planes which drop onus on the antagonist powers correspondent, between Egyp. ..
)70." Israel wants face-to-face talks If Nixon says no, the Israelis bombs on them are American- to reach agreement under big tian and Palestinian aims.
with the Arabs as a first step might feel tempted to try built. They have been keenly persuasion. No Egyptian, he q2 iii "would
toward peace, something the another pre-emptive strike. disappointed by what they see
power
Disowned Proposal want to pursue the war' after
By GERRY LOUGHRAN Arabs have steadfastly refused. The U.S. President had as the failure of the Nixon president Gamal Abdel Nan- the evacuation of the occupied • '
United Press International The impasse ts formidable. promised a decision on the administration to keep former ser of Egypt has publicly territory" — appariently mean- ., .:,
Hostilities Continue planes to Israel question by Pennsylvania Gov. William disowned the Rogers proposals ing Arab land overrun by Israel
Officially it was the Six-Day Two years and nine months March 1 but the date passed Scranton's promise —on the his attitude is in 1967. q„ ....
'ars. but Arabs and Jews know after the war Israeli bombs are without an announcement. The occasion of his fact-finding
but private .. .,
Lfferently. Already it has
Lsted a thousand days and
30VS 0° signs of ending-
being dropped at the gates of
Cairo; Egyptian frogmen blow
up Israeli craft in the Red Sea
U.S. State Department, when
asked why a decision had been
delayed and when one might be
assignment — of a more even-
handed policy. And all the time,
a campaign is growing for
.
•
. 
, - isitAK.SOUND LUGGAGE BOMEISPECTED Fearing more Arab
bombings of planes heading for Israel, London airport offi-
U.N. Secretary General Thant Port of Falai; a Syrian jet coming, would say only that the action against U.S. interests — -, cials examine luggage to be loaded aboard a Tel Aviv-bound
ummed
ituation
ten
erY strong
new
up the Middle East
succinctly last month
he declared: "Only some
measures can avert
catastrophe."
startles Haifa by streaking over
the port, shattering windows
with its sonic boom— and the
Israelis retaliate in kind over
Syria; the
matter was "under continuing
study."
Possible Delay_ .
-
'there were some indications
basically oil — in the Arab
world.
Arab officials will admit
Dec.
-41.
a °, ,
i 
.
....
.
flight.
This was the first time
Nasser has differentiated shar-
between Egyptian and
(Cablephoto)
Premier Venyamin Dymshits
(Russia's highest Jewish office
holder), told UPI's Henry
And he underscored the
firing takes place at
Lebanese border from time to that Nixon's unhappiness over
privately that the 9
Mideast proposals of U.S. ',-•
ply
Palestinian aims and while not Shapho that Nasser had not
anger when he tacitly cm' time and at the Jordanian the picketing and booing of Secretary of State William a calculated to delight Palestinian requested MIGZ3s so the
eased on Feb. 19 in Geneva, ceasefire line every day; French President G e o r g e s Rogers furthea. In  the hardliners, it did suggest limits question whether Russia would
fter conferring with his special Palestinian guerrillas plant Pompidou on his recent visit to
west
Arab direction than any plan „_. to the apparently endless crisis provide them VA,- not pertinent.
eace envoy, Gunnar V. Jar-
"n°
bombs, throw grenades and the United States by pro-Israel hitherto. But they charge that if ever some form of accommo- Emphasized Soviet Wishnig, that he saw sufficient attack Israeli civil airliners. demonstrators — and for which Nixon. in his message to a dation is reedited. Zamyatin, spanning in theasis" for the Swedish diplomat
Israel incendiary
Nixon apologized to Pompidou Jewish congress recently, tried general context of possibleo resume his talks with
Whether
Even given the
hostilities,
8m4 have delayed an an- to. veer away, from the Making Some Point settlement efforts, emphasizednd the Arabs. with nature of present nouncement on the planes even proposals. They noted that he The Soviets, too, have latterly the Kremlin's wish that theray new hope or otherwise,
owever, Thant did later, on
qualified
believe
political observers
potentially the most
longer than might otherwise
been the In any
hinted face-to-face negotiations been making a point of U.N.'s peace-seeker Gunnar
Palestinian airms suggesting
the possibility of Aoscow-Calro
plan to use this as a wedge to
larch 10, summon Jarring to
i ew York to take up his
inflammable
escalating
aspect of
tion issitua
the
the
have case.
event the thinking in Washing-
ton in ea that therly March was
between the two sides _ which
Israel wants — were preferable
to the indirect Rhodes-type
• 4/
a' '
Jarring continue his mediation
efforts. -
It is the beginning eseof thnission actively again. sudden arms race,
France be to have
demonstrations against the 1411ks which Rogers recommend-
V
open some fresh form of efforts that is causing theWith the two direct antago.
Arab Israeli,
might said
it its deal to
visiting French chief executive ea. o ' .. negotiation. As recently as trouble. Thant seems to beLists, and slugging
bitterly,
started with sell
110 Mirage to
did not particularly help Give Up Stake March 4 Leonid I. Zamyatin, reviving the idea of a U.N.Lway ever more
have
some warplanes
leftist Libya. Although it
Israel's cause at the White chief spokesman of the Soviet peace force to move intolesperate peace-seekers
increasingly to the big
newly.
be 19'74 before the ex-
House. In the final analysis, consl-
Arab
., Foreign Ministry, told a Moe- occupied areas as Israelisooked
owers for help, so far in vain,
Questions Interest
will
monarchy gets all the planes —
• then it not have
That a new attack on the
Arabs at this time would notch
dered opinion believes,
the U.S. would be prepared to
.0
cow news conference that
Soviet "policy is clear — we are
withdraw. If such an agreement
would be made it might be
An Arab diplomat from
rordan questioned the disinter-
.saedness of the Big Four vii
a i even will
the pilots to-fry ttem'n. the deal
prompted Israeli requests for
20 more Phantoms and 1/0
another Israeli victory appears
beyond doubt, but Israel knows
it would not be able to hold
Cairo, DaMencus Amman,
give up
world rather'
commitments
'Em  S
its oil stake in the
than surrender
to Israel Whether
-so remaint to be
Arab
Its
seen.
,
..•
for the continued existence of
Israel in peaceful coexistence
with its neighbors."
described as a _beginning of
sorts. •
Meanwhile, Arab and Jew
1 came to acting on the Middle Skyhawks from the United Beirut and Baghdad and the The Soviet Union's security is •
"But," Zamyatin added, and continue to count the days in
East. "Britain is making money
ut of us," he said. "France
wants to. The Soviets keep the
U.S.
States as an offsetting factor.
No-Win Situation
President Nixon, in pondering
Israeli
situation would never result in
_100 per cent success, Apart
from the risk of world-power
not seriously threatened from
the-Arab nations and econornir
cally,. it has no vast investment
.. it was this that may have
hinted at a new Moscow•Calro
approach, "we consider as just
the Palestinian movement to
their undeclared IRS._
(Next Week: The United
Nations, after 25 years)
pot boiling and whatever
good intentions are, the admi
the appeals faces what
is basically a no-win situation.
involvement, a renewed full
scale Mideast war might prove
in the area. The interests of
both the super powers lie, in
L.......
free the Israeli occupied
nistration finally always bows
to the Jewish lobby anyway."
If he agrees to give Israel what
it asks, some observers believe
too costly in terms of loss o
life to a nation with under three
seeing the other does not secure
too firm a foothold. COMMANDO TRAINING near Amman, capital of Jordan,
lands."
It was at this same news
Plastic furniture is suggested
for children because it r la-is e
Israel stands opposed to Big
Four dictation of a settlement.
Israeli Prime Minister Mrs.
Gold Meir's government has
the Soviets — despite Moscow's
denials. of any such plan — will
give the United Arab Republic
MIG2as which can reach Israeli
million persons.
U.S. Stock Low
One certain fact about th -
present situation is Mat Amerii
France and Britain are keen
to continue their mideastern
economic activities but few
observers believe they would
finds (upper) Mrs. Asma Abu AU. 24, getting iTIBtructice in
handling of automatic weapons, and (lower) Arab children
training with toy guns as their schoolteacher tolls a bell
' calling them in to lessons.
conference that the Russians
MOSt recently stated they were— --., eY
not muaidering giving miGaas
to the Arabs. Deputy Soviet
tively inexpensive and can be
disposed of after they outgrow, .
it. Plastic furniture also is
w .sturdier than some oods
?kifleeid
DISCOUNT
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE Murray
8: 30 a.m. to 5:15 pm.
Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITtF-S
STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE
TABLE CENTER PIECE
NEW RIT REG. 39c
Easter Eg".  Kt
SALE 24cONLY
390
• ,odding Head Bunny
Table Centerpiece
• Circular Egg Garden
• 6 Decorative Egg Holders
• 6 Beautiful Safe Food Colors
• 33 Colorful Transfers
• Egg Dipper • Mystic Writer
4
ii
.•••••• :---•
...0----
•
titNEW SECRET ANTI PERSPIRANTSPRAY DEODORANT
50Z.
REG.
51.59 
78'
SYLVANIA BLUE DOT
FLASH CUBES8PK. OF 3 CUBES
00 REG. 51.80
1.1ATH IL
BEAPC
WOODBURY
HAND & BODY LOTION
14 OZ. PLASTIC
BOTTLE WITH
DISPENSER
REG. 51,00
160Z. REG. 1.09
59c
49c
••••••
7.V=
Vi*
rampers
Come in and See our Large Selection of EASTER
BASKETS and EASTER CANDY at Low Discount
Prices!
BASKETS from 59e to $2"
501
SPRAY DISINFECTANT
14 OZ. SPRAY 99
REG. $1.69
CLAIROO
NicenEasey
the natural-
looking
haircolor
you just
shampoo in.
HAIR COLOR
REG.
2.00
YOU JUST SHAMPOO IN
1.26
SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
FAMILY SIZE
17 OZ.
REG.
1.49 76
FILM
KODAK CX 126-12 FILM
REG. 1.40
POLAROID 107 BK. & WH.
REG. 3.10
POLAROID 108 COLOR
REG. 5.39
30 DAYTIME
PAMPERS
46
SAVE $$$
ON FILM
$2.19
$3.69
)F  15
TOOTHPASTE
EXTRA LARGE
' SIZE 5 OZ.
REG. 83c
8:30 arm . to 5:15 p.m.
kifIZ'edif 
Open Friday Night ROO
IS CO U N 11„
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
AST SIDE OF THE SQUARE Murray LD
SUPER CURL POWER FOR YOUR
ELECTRIC HAIR SETTER
5 OZ, SPRAY
REG.
1.75
99c
NEW! CLAIROL*
KINDNESS*
HEAT-
ACTIVATED
CONDITIONER
SHAMPOO
89c
 ••••••mome 
HEAD & SHOULDERS
FAMILY SIZE TUBE
4.3 OZ.
REG. 1.75
GEM II
44c
STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE
Northf
Shoppin
Center
SMOKED TE
LB.
SOUTHERN 5
CANN
HUNTS
CAIN
140Z. BO
HUNTS
FRUIT
IGA
60k
CO
303 CAN
IGA
CAKE
White, Yell
ICEBERG
LET
A 4
:
4
D.
Li
Northside
Shoppkt
Center 
JIM ADAMS I G A
* Prices In This Ad Good Through Tuesday March 31. *
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY rN
orthside
Shopping
_ Center 
SMOKED TENDERIZED
LB.
HAM
SHANK PORTION
49
FIRST IN FINE MEAT
TENDERIZED
HAM WHOLE 
L559
TENDERIZED
HAM BUTT
LB.69
FRESH
PORK STEAK
LB. 59c
SOUTHERN STAR
CANNED HAM 
$3.49
ARMOUR STAR
• FRANKS
2120i 0KG-89c-
'PIGGY
BACK" BONUS
FREE
1 LB. BAG POPCORN \- •
With The Purchase 0+
- 8 WASHINGTON STATE APPLES
FOR 69'
FRESH DRESSED
HEN
LB.
HUNTS
CATSUP
14OZ. BOTTLE 19c
KARO
RED.
SYRUP
LABEL
PINT
37c
DEL
TUNA
MONTE
6y2oz.cAN
3/99c
IGA 
SWEET
OLD
PICKLES
FASHIONED
WAFER
15°361/
IGA
PINEAPPLE
CRUSHED
3
OR SL
41
NO. 2 CAN
ICED
00
HUNTS
FRUIT COCKTAIL
300 CAN 89C
JIM
NO
NO
ADAMS
STAMPS
SP
JUST
FORCED
IGA
LOW
STORE
PRICES
PURCHASES
NO
POLICY
!
GAMES
MAX'IWUELni-THOIUSIIE
MIAMI
T
COFFEE
10 '3Z. JAR 49
IGA
GOLDEN
CON
3°3cAN
WHOLE
2/29
KERNEL
C
BAKERS
ANGEL
COCONUT
;i/2„
FLAKE
. 2 1C
DETERGENT
PUNCH
GIANT SIZ 69C
PHILADELPHIA
CREAM
.8
CHEESE
°Z. PKG.29
IGA
ALUMINUM
FOIL
16 IN.
HEAVY DUTY
39CIGA
CAKE MIX
white' Yell"' h̀°̀. 4 99c
HI-RISE -
FLOUR
4
25".BAGi 79
CAMPBELL'S
CHICKEN
SOUP
NOODLE
6 Si 00
ICEBERG
LETTUCE
HEAD 1 9C
,
RED GRAPESLB. 19
SWEET
POTATOES
.
L8 
loc
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remembera., At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the tOtal. on the ape that counts!
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EDITORS NOTE: Here is an
assessment on the achievements
and failures of the 19'70 General
Assembly with a look at the futur e
political implications of the 60-
day session which ended last
week.
By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
The 1970 General Assembly is
now history. Although the ses-
sion has been termed innocuous
at best by some critics, the final
tabulation reveals acts of com-
mission overshadowed ones of
omission.
The political front was dom-
inated by the man who wasn't
there-federal Judge and former
Gov. Bert T. Combs, and Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, true to his word,
allowed the lawmakers to find
their own way, which they did
despite tripping now and then.
It was a hard - working 60-day
period with members by-and-
large attending most sessions
and committee meetings. Never
In recent history has a legisla-
ture attempted to deal with such
controversial issues as legalized
bingo, Sunday sales, fast time,
parochial school aid and sex
education at one time.
Nearly 1,400 bills and resolu-
tions were acted on during the
session. It was a new record,
thanks largely to the work of
the interim committee system
established by the 1968 General
Assembly. To a man, lawmakers
expressed the opinion that thein-
terim committee system went a
long way toward ,getting a head
start on the session.
Important Bills
Among the important bills pas-
sed by the 1970 legislature were
measures dealing with air pollu-
tion, bail bond regulation, black
lung law liberalization, insurance
code revision, low income hous-
ing, reform of election finance
law and revamping of narcotic
and dangerous drug laws.
But on the minus side was the
failure to enact a rather harm-
less financial disclosure law, an
Image damaging action at a time
when the legislature was trying
to enhance its appearance. The
House passed the bill, but it
died in the Senate.
Lawmakers in the upper cham-
ber were not so much concerned
with revealing their income, as
with the tactics of the bill's
sponsor, Rep. Peter Coon, D-
Louisville. when it was before
the Senate. Senate members felt
he was trying to force them
into approving his bill and this
did not set well.
One senator remarked, "when
he came into the chamber, that
cost him 10 votes" last Thurs-
day night when the bill was de-
feated by a table motion.
The state Senate Judiciary Co-
mmittee, almost without explana-
tion, rejected a needed reform
of the state's judiciary system.
The General Assembly also put
off for two years any action on
restructuring Kentucky's educa-
tional system. -
Studies
Two year studies are to be
made of the state's educational
and revenue needs, with reports
due by September of 19'71 to put
the gubernatorial candidates then
on the hot seat.
No overall thaw was granted
to property tax levels except in
64 school districts because law-
makers felt it was political sui-
cide at this time to do it in view
of inflation and the tight money
market.
The General Assembly gutted
the wild rivers bill in the final
day of the session and the only
significant natural resources
legislation approved was a bill se-
verely restricting the use of
DDT. However, the federal law
restricting it goes into effect
In two years.
The legislature also did not
see fit to change Kentucky's ar-
chaic plumbing code and In the
field of consumer protection, the
state will be left with a commi-
ssion to study the problem, but
without any "teeth" to do any-
thing about fraud.
In the fields of education and
revenue, though, the legislat-
ure's inaction was predicted on
the current financial situation.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn's budget was
merely a continuation of servic-
es at their present levels, in-
cluding expected normal growth
factors.
The legislature, with a Repub-
lican governor and Democratic
majorities in both House and
Senate, for the first time in re-
cent history took a close look at
the $3.1 billion executive budget.
After three weeks of budget
hearings, the Democrats came up
with $37 million worth of changes
including $16.6 million for teach-
ers' salaries and $5 million more
for the University of Louisville.
In the same breath, the legis-
lature took the sales tax off pre-
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scriptice drugs, but upped the
tax on liquor.
Except for the final climactic
battle over interest rates, Nunn
left the legislative chambers on
the third floor of the Capitol
Wilding alone. His $18 million
uncommitted reserve in the bud-
get caught Democrats flatt-foot-
ed, and he correctly read the
public's pulse in not reoomme-
tiding pay increases for teachers.
Democrats forced him into a
box early last week over his
veto of the original interest rate
bill, SB 139, but his concession
to the home building industry in
the form of an 81/2 per cent inter-
est ceiling for the purchase, sale
or improvement of homes showed
how fragmented Use Democrats
are. _
Faced with either accepting
Nunn's plan or nothing, nearly
one-third of the Senate Democra-
ts sided with Republicans in vot-
ing down their own party's 8
per cent across-the-board plan,
Overall, Nunn emerged from
the 1970 session in as good a
shape as he did in 1968. •
Shadow of Combs
The shadow of Combs, from
Prestonburg, fell more darkly
over the capital during the final
weeks of the session when be
resigned his federal judgeship,
effective June 1. This touched
off widespread speculation he
would seek another term for
governor, having last served in
1959-63.
Combs cannot comment pub-
licly about his future because of
judicial ethics, but his supped;
ers say flatly he will run.
All this speculation, of course,
Is nothing more than a move to
"smoke" out the party's titular
head, U. Gov. Wendell H. Food
of Owensboro.
"Dee" Huddlestoo of Elizabe-
thtown.
The Combs faction could go
with House Speaker Julian Car-
roll, Madisonville attorney MR.
"Mike" Mills president of the
State Bar Association, or Sen-
ate President Pro Tern William
L. Sullivan of Henderson.
McBrayer is almost assured
of either a shot at lieutenant
governor or attorney general.
Huddieston, whose mild manner
and sincerity in handling his job
Impressed observers, is also a
sure bet for future political
roles.
In the Republican side of the
aisle, Rep. Walter Baker, from
Nunn's hometown of Glasgow,
emerges as a bright star. Sen.
Donald L. Johnson of Fort Thee
max, 'Although not in an elected
leadership position, was an in-
sider to Ntmn's court during the
session.
Administration Candidate
The prime administration can.
for governor at this time
still seems to be Highway Com-
missioner Eugene Goss of Har-
lan. Other possible candidates
either for governor or the second
spot are Johnson, Parks, Com-
missioner Jim Host, Kenneth Ha-
rper, Commissioner of Public
Information and Budget Director
Larry Forgy.
It would appear either John-
son or Harper will be on the
ticket because of the GOP nec-
essity to secure strong support
from northern Kentucky.
During the last few days, th-
ough, there has been talk that
Rep, M. G. "Gene" Snyder, who
represents the 4th congressional
District stretching from Jeffer-
son County up the Ohio River
to northern Kentucky, may seek
the nomination in definance of
Nimn. Snyder and the governor
have had differences in the past.
It may all be talk at this
stage, but a Snyder candidacy,
with the expected support of 3rd
District Congressman William
0. Cower of Louisville, could
severely split the Republican
party much as the Nunn-Cook
primary did in 1967.
• 
He is on vacation this week,
going first to Washington to
meet with party leaders there
and Kentucky's congressional
Democrats, and then for some
rest and reflection. He has said
he will announce his guberna-
torial plans upon his return.
Each week his delays will be
viewed as further indication
Combs will run.
The Combs Ford question
marks has also raised several
possibilities for the Democrats'
second spot on the 19'71 ticket.
Among the likely lieutenant gov-
ernor candidates for Ford are
House Majority Leader Terry
McBrayer of Greenup and Sen-
ate Majority Leader Walter
Spring promises to be extra-pretty!
Styles' exciting as the first crocus of It season! Ruffles, au'l 
outlined mandarin collars organdy r,ipe collars Soft tint pastels
plus newsy navy and brown Skimmers ruffle 110,uni e torso styles --
others with shaped yokes CiAln OVVr, Miss 13 that s our price
is extra special too Sizes 7 to 1,1 $8.00
Red Campaigns
Contradict
Each Other
By PHIL NEWSOM
'UPI Foreign News analyse-
The Soviet Union's all-out
propaganda campaign against
Israel has its cotmterpart in an
extraordinary campaign to
prove there is no anti-Semitism
In Russia.
To prove the latter point, the
Soviet Foreign Ministry early
this month produced 52 Soviet
Jews, including generals, scho-
lars performers and authors
to denounce, at a well-attended
news conference, Israel as a
fascist state committing ag-
gression against the Arabs.
Five days later a statement
signed by Moscow's chief rabbi
and others from such cities as
Leningrad, Kiev and Odessa
denounced Zionism and Israeli
imperialism.
"The real motherland of
Soviet Jews is our native Soviet
Union," the statement said.
The stepped-up drive against
Israel and the broadcast
pledges of loyalty from Soviet
Jews appeared to have twin
purposes.
The one is part of an
intensified nationwide campaign
to express support for the
Arabs and the other is
necessitated by the fact the
heretofore silent Jewish popula-
tion suddenly has become
vocal.
' Letters to the United Nations
or to Israel from Soviet Jews
seeking exit visas to Israel
have become commonplace.
Since the beginning of the
current campaign, 39 Soviet
Jews circulated a statement in
Moscow denouncing the current
campaign as "Nothing but a
political propaganda device"
and declaring the signers
prepared "any minute to
abandon everything we have to
go to Israel, even on foot."
In the current Soviet state of
mind it was an act of
considerable courage.
As relations between Israel
and the Soviet Union have
worsened steadily, the lot of
Jews inside the Communist bloc
has become one of increasing
anxiety.
After the Soviet broke rela-
tions -with Israel in 1967, it
became impossible to obtain a
visa to Israel. Conditions since
are said to have relaxed enough*
that between 200 and 300 exit
visas to Israel are issued ea, h
month.
Youth on the Go
MIAMI BEACH Fla i
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Vain For the piiht   HEAD & SHOULDERS
Ea5ter EARd
You'll find tt in--our-selection of
4=,eatetelett/teZ
Styles, Designs, and Colors for everyone
SCOPE
Mouthwash
SOFT & DRI DEODORANT
NON-STING
ANTI
PERSPIRANT
nerds seep
IOU Coo/
and cairn
1.35
Value
SUPER
SPRAY
SPRAY
'1.59
Value
Po' Regular Formula
fro Hard to Hold Formula
99t
Value
OINTMENT
2-0z. Tube
52.11 Value
PREPARATION 11®
Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Relieves Pain Suppositories
Slops Itching $2.09 Value
in most cases
5 oz.
SPRAY
'1.59
Value
6.75 or.
FAMILY
SIZE
TUBE
GOSH.=
THE FAST-ACTING
STIMULANT
1.98
Value
Tube
'1.75
Value
HEAD & SHOULDERS
6.6 oz.
LOTION
'1.65
Value
Head & Shoulders
5.0 or.
JAR
'1.95
Value
VIVARIN TABLETS
$126
SECRET
Anti-Perspirant
96'
MEM
Toothpaste •
'1.05 Value
8C
100 Tablets
2.10
Value
EASTER CARDS EASTER CANDY
PLUSH EASTER BUNNIES All Al DISCOUNT PRICES!!
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9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sundays
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ILLUSTRATED.' ,xENCYCLOPEDIA
1 OF THE BEST 4 IN AMERICA'
NOW ON SALE!
THE BEST ENCYCLOPEDIAS IN UP TO 14 AGE GROUP'
•SOWIC I the,elop•••• i. finw—feee
LOWEST
PlliCl
11141 OP MO Of
INT01111
5.0I
VOL VON
CORTARO&
riga
The New Book ol Knowledge 199 50 Broad 7.684
Orttennica Junior EnO7 149 90 EIrcad 4,093
20 YES
YES
Our Wonderful World 189.50 (A lpi. encycloped,s In 18 volumes)
ILLUSTRATED WORLD ENCY:11 11—Broad 7- 17.000 7.1 YES
Collect All 21 volumes NIA volumelleek
Volumes 2-21 only $1.99 each!
OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 12 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY
TUE. & WED.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANITIES.
OLD JUDGE
Co
FFEE POUND CAN Be
• 
•Alp'
((iyArF 611 et Less
•
/BEATY
GOVT. INSPECTED
WHOLE LB.
CA
'HUNTS No. 25i N
PEACHES 3;89
GODCHAUX
SUGAR 5 BAG 59
LB BACON
STEAK
MISS LIBERTY
U. S. CHOICE ROUND
LB.
LB.
WALDORF ,. BATHROOM
TISSUE with Coupon ROLLS
LILLY PINK 16 OZ. TALL CAN DEL MONTE
FRUIT COCKTAIN 4 303SALMON 19c 
SWEET 4 2.x CAN Si
DIXIE DANDY NO. 
CANS#1
$1 RYELLOW SOLIDOLEO4 Les.
TUHA
DEL MONTE
CHUNK
3 Ca OZI
CRISCOT.OIL24°Z
EGGS
2 D°Z 59c
CORN
BOTTLE
BOSTON BUTT PORK
LB.
---PRtsH
SLICED
LB.
4-9c
LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE
With Capon
COFFEE
FOLGERS
INST.
10 OZ. JAR $1.69DRINKS ALLSIZREEGS.OFT
Plus Dep.
2 6 Bottle 89Ctns.
TEENIE WEENIE
GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL
GOLDEN CREAM STYLE
SCOTT PAPER
TOWELS 2 ROLLS 45c
3 303 CANS59
LIQUID BLEACH
PHU
BACON
HENS
5 to 7 LB. AVG.
EXCELLENT
BAKING QUALITY
 49C 
HAMBURGER 
LB.
SWIFT SWEET RASHER -
LB.
CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS
LB. 59c
LB. 55c
L8. 55c
LB. 23c
LB. 15c
FRESH r FRESH
LIVER LB. 79c GIZZARDS LB. 39c
MEAT
LB.
GAL. JAR 49t
YOUNG
DUCK LB 69C
FRESH
PORK BRAINS Le. 39C
ANGEL FOOD Cake COLONIAL
REG. 49c VALUE
39cTURKEYS ALL SIZES HENS & TOMS
SUGAR CURED SMOKE
BY THE PIECE JOWLS LB. 39C
PER LB. 35
LETTUCE
WY
FLORIDA MAT
ICE BERG
1 JUMBO HE AD 9c
6
rTRANSPORTATION NOT INCLUDED
-weeiwINI
faro
FIRST PRIZE!
7 Days 6 Nights
AT FABULOUS FLORIDA RESORTS
ON EAST OR WEST COASTS
VACATIONS INCLUDE:
FREI Golf FREE I.• /Imo
FREE Cocitall Pnitir, FREE T,nrut
FREE BArB Ow, FREE k!,,,,e lounu,
FREE Novo-, FREE ti,.tgo
FREE Weenor Reins FREE Pook,do 'oar.
FREE N,q111 Club Srlo., FREE. Sol:mum •
FREE W 114 Show FREE Stclrub.,11, ,
SHOPPING - JAI. /UM - DOG •ACING
HORSE RACING - CRUISES NEARBY
FRESH COUNTRY STYLE
SAUSAGE LB.49C
MUTTON
BY THE QUARTER
LB. 49
OLD FASHIONED
BOLOGNA
LARGE
BY THE STICK 39t
FRESH
NECK BONESORANGE
35JUICE FROSTY ACRES12 OZ. CANS
LB. 290
L IBLR TY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
With Coupon & Purchase
of 22 oz. DAISY SPRAY
STARCH 22.0Z. CAN 59c
Void After March 31st 
LIBERTY COUPON
GRADE "A" LARGE
EGGS 2•Doz. 59c
With This Coupon & $5.0C
Exc. Tobacco & Dairy
Exc. Adv. Turkeys
L IBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST 50.
STAMPS ,
With Purchase of 18 OZ.
SATIN GLO
17 OZ. CAN 79c
COUPON WORT/1 35c
WALDORF SA ROOM
TISSUE 4 ROLLS 4c
With This Coupon
- Good Only At r..iberty
Void After March 31st.
teMIPRICE APPLIES ONLY WITH THISZOUPONPXnn
PRICE APPLIES ONLY WtTH THIS COUPON  Pral-i-
Pillsbury's Best FLOURpillsburys !
Xxxi
5 LB. 'BAG -49CFlAti
a
a Good only at:
h- Coupon expires MAR CH 21, 1970
LIB ERTY
ItIl
COUPON WORTH
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
With Coupon and Purchase
Of Kitchen Refresher
9 Oz. Ca n iy• 49c
LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST-50
With T4sTotiMP5nAf I
• • •
RESVTAT• S
Void After March 31st
Pillsbury's
2 LAYER
CAKE MIXES
Good only at: LIBERTY
N Coypon e res
-'447-70.. -VtARCH 31, 1970
3/Si *-
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National Alliance Of Businessmen
Helps Hard-Core Unemployed To Work
By JUSTIN BAVARSK1S
DETROIT (UPI)- John Mar-
shall is one of the invisible men
aga
He spends a lot of time at
home and a lot of time
pounding the streets, filling out
applications, looking tar a job.
No one pays much attention to
But there was a brief period
In John Marshall's life when he
- and thousands like him-- burst
Into the light of publicity. That
was the time in Apr% 1968,
when, with the encouragement
of the federal covernment, the
Natimal Alliance of Business.
men (NAB) was formed to
provide jobs and hope for those
who had neither- the hard core
unemployed.
Most of the hard core
unemployed were Negroes like
Marshall. The racial riots that
swept the cities in 1967
prompted government and busi-
ness to open up a program
aimed at one of the roots of
black dissatisfactioo- providing
steady work and its attendant
dignity to those who had been
brushed aside as unemployable.
Auto Industry in Front
The auto industry enthusiasti-
cally strode to the- front of that
widely publicised movement.
John Marshall strode with It.
For five years Ar so, he had
been invisible. lb had worked
at pdd jobs, in scrap yards,
"Just doing anything that came
to hand."
Marshall went- tErysler
Corp. in January, 1969, and was
accepted for , the company's
hart age training-- program,
carried out under contract with
the federal---government. For
seven weeks, Marshall was paid
$2 an hour while he learned the
job on the dummy assembly
lines in a renovated warehouse.
The government paid Chrysler
about $2,800 to train him.
On his 53rd birthday-- March
3, 1969- he reported for work at
Chrysler's Lynch Road assem-
bly plant. For nine months-
except for a few brief layette-
Marshall welded parts onto
auto frames.
Begin Laying Off
Then the money market
tightened and auto odes
slipped. Chrysler, Cestral Mo-
tors Corp. and Ford Motor Co.
oegan laying off workers.
High among the -HU! to go
were the men most recently
hired-John Marshall and the
other "hard care."
Since the NAB program
started, the big three have
hired 76,000 persons they say
Since the layoffs began, 9,600
have found themselves out of
work again.
Marshall says be bears no
grudges for being laid off. He
accepts it as a part of the life
he had grown used to.
But in a vague way, "I idnd
of feel it's the administration to
blame," he says. "That's the
way I feel. If it wasn't tar that,
I'd still be working.
Makes It Worse
"Something had to be did, but
I believe maybe it could have
been did in a different way.
Control prices, maybe stop
prices from going up.
"You don't have to get all the
poor people laid off and make it
worse than it is, seems to me.
But that's the way it is.
"The people put him (Nixon)
In there."
Chrysler was given the
names of five persons recently
laid off but said it could not
check to see if they had been
hired under the hard core
program unless It. had Social
Security numbers. When those
were provided, Chrysler said
none were hard core men.
No Followup Program
All three auto companies and
the UAW do say they have no
followup program to find out
Ed Hodges, an assistant vice
president of Michigan Bell
Telephone Co. who heads the
•HAS program in- Michigan,
says there has been no study on
the subject. "But I believe if
we were to do a duet( we'd.
people who were improved and
some who weren't," be adds.
A Chrysler spokesman sees a
bright side: "Even if they're
going back on the ' street,
they're going back with skills
they never had before. Psycho-
logically, they have a history of
failing or expecting to fail.
"This time, however, they
were part of the. system and it
was economic failure rather
than their own failure."
Will Be "Big Issue"
However, Ken Bannon, UAW
chairman of the Ford Depart-
ment, says, "It's the story of
. Once again tuerre
once again they're
He and UAW President
Walter Reuther say increasing
security for the hard core
workers will be "a big issue" in
the union's summer negotia-
tions for a new contract with
the big three.
Douglas Fraser, director of
meat immediately charged that
the Nixon administration's
"misguided poi ies now
have wiped out a program that
offered hope to people who
never had a break before."
Western Makes
Telecast On
Jesse Stuart
Bowling Green, Ky. - A look
at the heritage of Kentucky as
seen in the thoughts of Kentucky
author and poet Jesse Stuart is
the first in a new series of color
television programs produced at
Western Kentucky University.
Part of the "Kentucky Heri-
tage Series" the first program
features Stuart and a "highly
visual look" at Kentucky folk-
lore. It will be seen first on
Mar. 31 at 7:30 (CS* and again
at 6:30 p.m. (CDT) on April 28
over all 12 stations of the Kentuc-
ky ETV network.
(Times will be one hour later
in the Eastern time zone.)
Views of Stuart's home in W.
Hollow, featured in many of his
hooks and other writings of Eas-
ern Kentucky, will be seen in the
program. Others appearing are
Earl Thomas and C. W. Young,
retired residents of the Bowling
Green area who are featured for
their folk tales, a part of Keutuo-
ky tradition. Students at Western
Ind the -University -Laboratory
khool perform folk dances and
;antes.
The series is fended under t
;rant from the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities. The
project director Is Dr. Kenneth
Clarke, Western professor of En-
glish. The series will attempt
to give the public a view ofiktni-
tucky folk traditions by drawing
upon resources at Western and
er localities.
Dr. Clarke envisions two more
our color television pro-
• fit= In the series (one of the
Onion Shaker colony of
ogan County and another on
Ions forms of folk architec-
e), six 15-minute radio broad-
, three movies taken from
• television footage, and an
mined number of Wooers-
ad slide lectures.
Clarke has his doctorate in
folklore from Indiana University
and until recently has been co-
editor of the Kentucky folklore
journal. His wife, Dr. Mary Clar-
e, associate professor of Eng-
lish at Western, has been subject
matter coordinator for the Ken-
tucky Heritage Series.
Skip invites you to stop in and try the great
food at Daniel Boone.
CHESTNUT SIM-A
FREE'DELIVERY •- CARRY OUT SERVICE
7 oz. Reg.-Dry-Suner
VO 5 SHAMPOO
Regular Price $1 15
10 or. Unscented
VO 5 HAIR SPRAY
Regular Price $1.50
JIFFY BISCUIT MIX
OR CORN MUFFIN MIX
"Easter Special"
CHER PANTY HOSE
Petite, Medium, Tall or Extra Tall
7 or. FEM MIST
SPRAY DEODORANT
Regular Price $2.50
STAKE
YOUR ICLAIPA
AT OUR
Glflt SALE
Showboat Pork & Beans
Great Northern Beans
• Navy Beans
Red Beans
Pinto Beans
White Hominy
Golden Hominy
32 oz.
LISTERINE MOUTHWASH
Regular Price $2.19
Few those special headaches
100s
EXCEDRIN
Regular Price $1.59
4 oz.
RED BIRD
VIENNA SAUSAGE
(Limit-6)
Prices effective March 25th through April 7th, 1970.
10's
"FREE TECHMATIC RAZOR
with the purchase of the
GILLETTE TECHMATIC
ADJUSTABLE BANDS-
Regular Price $1.79
303 Size
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN
GREEN BEANS
GOOD-N-RICH
Frosting and-Cake Mixes
White Frosting
Chocolate Frosting
Devils Food Cake Mix
Yellow Cake Mix
White Cake Mix
Spice Cake Mix
Brownie Mix
OPEN 8AM TILL MIDNIGHT DAILY
WENT powN WITH
HIS BOAT I FEAR! WE
COULD DO No-n-iiNG
TO SAVE HIM.
("AT CAN (WE'LL EGIN
`/OU DO TO OULLDOZING
BEAUTIFY THIS AMAX—
, IT ?-
• 5EMICON5CIOUS CHARLIE CLINGS
iNSTINCTivELY TO A TIMBER...
—THEN WE'LL MOVE
THAT MOUNTAIN —
IT'S UNNECESSARY!!
NIASSUH.r.r— noes
''UNKJECESSARV
AWRIGHT. GITS A
CLEAR VIEW OF-IT, EV'RN/
MAWKIIN'—FUM OUR
0ELUVVID NowErf
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Where Are
Taxes coing?
Up As Usual
WASHINGTON — Federal taxes
remain the most burdensome and
worrisome, but state and local
taxes are increasing at greater
rates.
Taxation experts at the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United
States predict that taxes of all
three levels of government will
go higher and higher in the1970s.
Where federal taxes doulaled
In the past 10 years, a National
Chamber study notes, state and
local levies went up two and a
half times in the same period.
Federal income tax receipts
for fthcal 1969 reached 124 bill-
ion, compared to $62 billion in
1960.
Enactment in 1968 of the 10
percent income tax surcharge,
along with accelerated corporate
Income tax payments, accounted
for the big jump in the 1969
fiscal period.
The average American's tax
load grew heavier in 1969 as a
result of state legislative action.
During that year, 40 states incre-
ased taxes in one form or anoth.
et'. Sales tax rates went up in 12
states. First imposed in the early
1930s, sales taxes are now in
effect in 45 states.
Income taxes were increased
by 19 states during 1969. In We
41 states with personal income
taxes, and the 43 with corporate
income taxes — in we forrn or the
other — the levies produced $8.7
billion in 1967, or 24 percent of
all state tax collections. Indiv-
idual income taxes were about
twice that of corporate income
taxes.
Other state tax increases in
1969 include: Tobacco taxes —
up in 21 states; alcoholic bever-
age taxes — up in 20 states, and
motor fuel taxes — up in 16
states.
At the rate of increases, the
states should be collecting a total
of ;44 billion in 19'70 compared
with $36.4 billion taken in the
fiscal year ending in 1968.
On top of the $27 billion anoth-
er $1 billion was collected by
state governments on property.
It is anticipated that the combin-
ed state-local property tax take
will hit $32 billion in 1970.
Despite long-held beliefs by
tax scholars that the property
tax should be abolished, the end
Is not in sight in view of the
amount it produces — almost half
of all state and local tax collec-
tions.
More and more states, the Ch-
amber finds, are turning to mod-
ernizing their property tax sys-
tems to make them more equit-
able and efficient.
Nonproperty taxes are advanc-
ing. For example at present some
3,000 localities are imposing the-
ir own sales taxes, and about the
same number impose local in-
come or payroll taxes.
Currently, 17 cities with popu-
lations over 150,000 are collect-
ing income taxes.
The average American has
seen his tax load grow since the
beginning of the century. In 1902,
his average tax total was $17
federal, state and local. By 1940
the figure was up to $96; In 1950
$337, and in 1960, the average
tax load was $628.
The National Chamber estima-
tes the total per capita tax for
1970 will be more than $1.050
for every man, woman and chil
in America.
Hospital Report
ADULTS 90
NURSERY 3
MARCH 21, 1970
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Glisson(MlldredGli-
sson), 929 N. 21st St., Paducah.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Opal McClure, 607 S. 9th
St., Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth Do-
wdy, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Leon
Lockhart, 205 Ash, Murray; Mrs.
Margeret Odel, 811 Sunny Le, Mu
rray; Mrs. Janice Parrish and
Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Murray; Er-
nest L. Hopper, Rte, 4, Murray;
Mrs. Lynda Vanra and Baby Boy,
1203 Peggy Ann Drive, Murray;
Mrs. Donna Henry and BabyGirl,
Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Nadine
Beane, 1300 Sycamore, Murray;
Eurie Winchester, 901 N. 16th
Murray; Master Joe Prit-
chett, Rte. I, Dexter; Mrs. Wini-
fred Woodard, 1266 Murray State
Univ, Murray; Richard T. Tuck,
218 Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs.
Opal Hill, Rte. 3, Puryear Te.
no.; Mrs. Sally R. Yonder, Em-
bassy Apts., Murray; Mrs. Mary
Elkins, New Concord; Mrs. Bess
Jones, Kirksey; Mrs. Lorna
Parks, Rte, 1, Murray; Mrs.
Irene Hopper, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs,
Dallie Colson, Rte. 5, Benton.
Expired-  Pars. LerLinell Pool,
BUSH CHOPPED
TURNIP GREENS
15-Ox. Can
2 eta: 25 r
(Butt Portion lb. 69°)
Shank Portion
Armour All-Meat
Grade "A" Young 7- 14 lbs.
TURKEYS 59,
Flavorite Brand
Sliced 59c
Bacon -lb. Pkg.
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Instant Nescafe
coFFEF Lge.31
10-oz. jar I
D F OUR EASTER VALUES!
Hunt's Yellow Cling Lge 21//2 can
PEACHES 3/84
Tropi-Cal-Lo
Gal
ORANGE n
DRINK a/ )1
Pure Vegetable
WESSON Lge ftQc
OIL 48' "
fil71JIM/
ORANGE JUICE FrA:srteys — — 2
ro
GREEN PEAS FA:rsteys  10 ounce 2 F.. 
35,t
FISH STEAKS FSreoastsy  pkg 89t
CUT GREEN BEANS
Frosty
Acres
WHOLE OBABY FArcorse: 10.
APPETITE-
AROUSING 
iff
11810
'GRAPES Fancy Red Emperor  lb. 15 
TURNIPS Fresh New Texas  lb. 10r
CARROTS Fresh Crisp  I-lb. bag 10'
GRAPEFRUIT Texas seedless  5-lb. bag 59°
ONIONS Frith Green _ _ _ bunch
NABISCO
CHOC. CHIPS
141 oz
45'
SAMA
JELLY
Apple-Grape - Apple-Blackberry
and Apple-Strawberry
18 Oz.
3 Fo. 79°
PuREX
BLEACH
Gallon
45°
GOLDEN RICH
MARGARINE
"Yellow Quarters"
2 LBS. 3q."._
Martha White
CAKE & FROSTING MIX
box 25r
LOW Clair 
jar
MIX
69°
Pride of Illinois
CREAM CORN
11 ei,onrs 350 17 oz
Dishwashing Liquid - 12 oz.
SWAN
25°
CANNED
HAMS
BUSH GREEN & WHITE
LIMAS
2 cansrf  39°
FIELD FULLY COOKED
Bryan's
3-1b.
can
SPARE
Lean Meaty Pork c
RIBS lb.
Sausage 54
PIMENTO
HAM arSdALAD
8 Cig°1113
Nt ra aka t '
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Adequate Loan Funds Needed
To Protect Electric Users
WASHINGTON, D. C., - The
more than 18 million rural deo-
tic consumers in Alabama, Ken-
tucky, Mississippi and Tenness-
ee will soon face the problems
of inadequate power supply, bro.
•Wnouts and possibly blackouts, if
adequate loan funds are not pro-
vided to meet their growing nes-
ts, according to a spokesman
representing this region.
This statement was made by
Blaine Eaton, manager of South-
ern Pine Electric Power Associ-
atioa, Taylorsville, Miss., and
chairman of the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Associati-
on's Legislative Committee. Eat-
on is in Washington to testify be-
fore the House and Senate Agric-
ulture Appropriations bearings
011 the rural electrification pro-
gram for fiscal 1971.
"The NRECA annual loan fund
survey shows that this region will
apply for more than $175 million
in REA loan funds for the period
ending June 1971," Eaton said.
This sum includes the backlog
of loan applications that were
not filled during fiscal 1970.
The rural electric cooperative
loan fund requirements for the
four states are $22,118,388 for
Alabama; $116,349,100 for Ken-
tucky; $25,449,193 for Mississ-
ippi; and $11,893,000 for Tenne-
ssee.
"The nation is experiencing
the most serious shortage of
electricity perhaps in the entire
history of the electric utility in-
dustry, and the rural electric
systems will not be able tofu.=
their. utliityresponsIbMties with
adequate capital," Eaton
said. -
He slated that the Budget pro-
poser for fiscal 1971 Is $345
million; however, the survey stio-
ws that the nearly 1,000 systems
will request $939 millionin loans
To speed the filling of lunch
bans. have a sPecial area in the
kitchen stocked with All the
needs-plastic containers, paper
napkins, and disposable forks
and spoons.
by the end of fiscal 1971. $470
million of this amount is the back-
log from fiscal 1970.
In order to supplement the
cooperatives' capital needs the
National Rural Utilities Coopera-
tive Finance Corporation (CFC)
was established a year ago, but
it is awaiting final clearance
from the Securities and Exchange
Commission. However, much sti-
ll remains to be done before CFC
can begin operating and it will
only be able to provide a small
portion of the long-term capital
requirements of the rural elec-
tric systems in its early years.
"With the annual kilowatt-hour
consumption for rural electric
consumers continuing to double
every seven to eight years, ade-
quate capital must be available
in order to avoid deterioration
of service," Eaton mid. "Elec-
tric service is a basic essential
In building opportunity in rural
America and electric cooper y-
es are In the forefront ot the
effort being made to revitalize
ural areas."
PASSES BUCK
HILLINGDON, England
(CPO-- The local produced a
compr eh ensive pamphlet on
pollution.
Only once did the council shy
away from dealing with a
controversial aspect _ of the
problem. Under the heading
"nuclear fallout" the pamphlet
passed the buck with, "T
not under borough control."
Miss Kentucky
Preliminaries
Are Underway
By Lets Campbell
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Between
now and June 20 when Miss
Kentucky of 1970 is crowned at
the Brown Theater here, hund-
reds of Kentuckians will in-
volve themselves with local
pageants and scholarship drives
in a search for that most tal-
ented and most attractive dis-
taff ambassador.
In fact, the activities already
are under way. The kickoff ban-
quet Was held at the Hurstborne
Country Club here with some
.,50 organisational directors, bus-
inessmen and reporters attend-
ing.
They heard Kenneth F. Har-
per, commissioner of the De-
partment of Public Information,
and Mrs. BeRe Shoppe, Miss
America of 1948, deliver the
principal addresses.
Harper, speaking on the chal-
lenges of the 70's and the op-
portunities afforded Miss Ken-
tucky, said:
"These young women repre-
sent Kentucky's finest natural
resource. Young people who
have found constructive ways
to better their state - young
people who are competing for
college scholarships and have
plans for their future - young
people who aren't afraid to get
involved"
Mrs. Shoppe, emphasizing
confidence and discipline as
basic ingredients for success,
said 'While styles have chang-
ed through the years, the gust-
ily of the girls baa
"Miss Kentucky may be the
girl next door - as Ameeican
as apple pie," she said.
- She- rinsed-viith-the-idelet
'It's better to have tried "and
not succeed, than to have done
nothing. America itself was
built on a dread."
AYRSHIRE SALE
SET AT DRESDEN
On Friday, April 3, at 7:30
p.m., 30 head of Registered
Ayrshire cattle from leading
herds in Indiana, Illinois, Ohio,
Kentucky and Tennessee will be
selling at politic auction at the
Weakley County Agricultural
Pavilion at Dresden, Tennessee.
The sale is sponsored by the
Ayrshire Breeders' Association,
Brandon, Vermont, and auct-
ioneered by Marvin Alexander,
Martin, Tenn.
included will be calves, yearl-
ings and bred heifers from sires
and grandsires such as Selwood
Betty's Commander, Oak Ridge
pushy Klondike, Mackayr Ma-
jestic, tilleekayr Pref. Mike,
Selwood Debonair, Prairie Blue
Dark Boy and others. There will
be several granddaughters of
Selwood Betty's Commander -
the Milkiest Bull in the World
- selling at this sale.
The dams of some of these
heifers have two- and three-
year-old records of 12 and 14,-
000 lbs. of milk.
The Ayrshire breed of dairy
cattle originated in Scotland
and early importations came to
the Northeastern states and on-
ly in relatively recent years
has the breed become pc:mutat
with southern dairymen. Sales
have been held in the Dresden
area in previous years, where
dairymen in the area have been
able to acquire heifers to their
complete satisfaction.
Shellfish Canape
Make easy rock lobster
canapes. Boil rock lobster tails,
remove,the underside membrane
and dice the meat. Chill. Serve
diced meat on toothpick with a
sauce made of mayonnaise with
blue cheese crumbled in it
Homestead Amendment To Go On '11 Ballot
By Lewis Sbarpley
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Voters
will haVe an opportunity in the
1971 general elect* to approve
or reject a constitutional a
mendment that would grant 3
immestead tax exemption to
property owners over age 65.
The exemption, of up to 96,-
5011 Qf the assessed valuation
of the homestead, was embod-
ied in HB 147, sponsored by
Rep. William G. Kenton, V-
Lexington, and 38 other House
members.
It passed the House 81 to 10,
and was approved by the Sen-
ate 33 to 0 on the last day of
the session
SCOLDS RESCUERS
WALTHAM ABBEY, England
(UPI).- When firemen finally
freed twO-year-old Joanne Shea-
rer from her mothers's clothes
dryer Monday after two hours,
the youngster scolded her
rescuers. "You're very naughty
men," she said, "you've troken
mum's machine."
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Everything Must Go - Even All Our Fixtures
$40,000 STOCK OF AMERICA'S FINEST MERCHANDISE
JUST IN TIME FOR YOUR EASTER SHOPPING
SALE BEGINS ON THURSDAY MARCH 26 - BE THERE
We are going out of business in Murray and wish to take
this opportunity to thank all of our customers and friends
for the patronage they have given us over the past years.
We're selling out to the bare wall and this is your 
oppor-
tunity to get some real bargains. With Easter corning 
up
this weekend, why not come In today and make your
selections while we have a full range of sixes, colors and
styles to choose from. We'll look forward to seeing you,
so corn. on In and let our courteous salesmen fit you. All
top nationally advertised brands, hien quality, styles and
colors of today. Take advantage of this going-out-of-
business-sale now!
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX-STYIEMART-CATALINOURITAN-NAND MANY OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS
SUITS COATS PANTS & SLACKS DRESS SHIRTS
$135.00 Reg  Now $95.00
$125,00 Reg. . Now $90.00
$115.00 Reg  Now $85.00
$110.00 Reg  Now $80.00
$105.00 Reg  Now $75.00
$100.00 Reg  Now 570.00
$ 65.00 Reg  Now $45.00
$ 49.95 Reg  Now 537.00
ALLIGATOR & WINDBREAKER
$22.50 Reg  Now 516.00
$30.00 Reg. . . .   Now $22.00
$40.00 Reg  Now $30.00
$50.00 Reg  Now $38.00
$45.00 Reg  Now $34.00
$70.00 Reg Now $50.00
$14.00 Reg  Now $12.00
$15,00 Reg  Now $12.00
$16.00 & 17.00
Reg  Now $13.00
$18.00 & 19.00
Reg  Now $14.00
$25.00 & 26.00
Reg  Now. $19.00
SPORT COATS
$89,95 Reg  Now $62.00
$79.95 Reg  Now $55.00
$75.00 Reg  Now 551.00
$32.50 Reg  Now S24.00
p5.00 Reg  Now 528.00
$29.95 Reg  Now 522.00
ALLIGATOR SHAKER
RAIN COATS
Reg, 18.00 NOW $15.00
CASUAL COATS
& JACKETS
1/2 OR IG I N ALPRICE. 
$9.00 10.00 Casual Slacks
2 OFF
HATS
$18.50 Reg  Now $12.00
$14.00 Reg Now $10.00
Sport Hots
$8.00 Reg  NOW $4.95
$8.00 & 7.50
Reg Now $6.00
$7.00 Reg Now $5.00
$5.50 & 5.00
Reg Now $4.00
Including Deck Tone Colors 
Famous-Name
Sport & Dress Shirts
$5.00 Reg  Now $3.00
$6.00 Reg  Now $4.00
$6.50 Reg  Now $4.00
$7.00 Reg  Now $4.50
$7.50 Reg  Now $5.00
oTIES
Rea  Now S3.00
53.00 Reg  Now $2.00
$2.00 Reg  Now $1.50
One Table of Dress Shirts
Off Re.. Price
All SWIM WEAR
1/2 ;::::21ENAL
One Table Knit Shirts
Oridnal Price
ENTIRE STOCK OF
NATIONALLY KNOWN
SWEATERS
CUT 
112
 ORIGINAL
ftR ICE
REECE,S STAG SH II)  510 W. Main
- 19111999 1.99
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Forest Product Firms Welcome
Hunters To Their Woodlands
By DEAN C. MILLER
UPI Business Editor
NEW YORK (UP!) — The
welcome mat has replaced the
"No Trespassing" sign in many
privately owned forests through-
out the United States.
Forest product firms which
own 63 million acres (13 per
cent) of the commercial forest
land now cater to sportsmen
and campers, once considered
natural enemies of their forests.
Industry giants such as Crown
Zellerbach, Georgia Pacific, In-
terogtinnal Paper, Kimberly
Clark, Scott Paper, Union Camp
Corp. and Weyerhaeuser have
established extensive programs
to build images, community
friendships and, sometimes, to
make a little extra money.
Their programs are detailed.
They range from guided tours,
providing camp sites and
courses in forestry to opening
areas for picknicking, hunting,
fishing, horseback riding and
special leased operations to ac-
comodate the millions of vacs,
BURTON DISCUSSES
CHANCES FOR OSCAR
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UP Rich..
xrd Burton stopped in Holly-
wood to do a television show
and to discuss his chances for
winning an Oscar for his
brilliant performance in "Anne
of the Thousand Days."
Burton, with six nominations
In his career, holds the record
for being the most nominated
performer who has never won
an Academy Award.
The best of Burton is to listen
to his humor, passion and
Intellect as he rumbled along
conversationally.
"I don't know what it takes
to qualify for an oscar. The two
pictures which disappointed me
most because they weren't in
contention were "Look Back In
Aeger" and "Taming of the
Shrew. I wasn't even nominat-
ed. And the films did not fare
well with the academy either.
"You grow._ You grow.
"If I'd played Henry VIII ten
years ago I'd have had the
script rewritten for my limited
ability. But in this version I
could afford to play it down."
Elizabeth Taylor was in the
hotel cottage with her husband.
She said, "No matter how
talented and versatile and
brilliant my husband is, I've
still got two Oscars and he's
got none. I hold that over him."
Burton grunted his amuse-
ment.
"The first time I attended the
awards expecting to win." he
said. "I wouldn't be surprised if
I did not win this year. But I'd
be terribly disappointed if Gen
(Genevieve Bujold, his co-star)
doesn't win. She gave a
magnificent performance.
"As for me, there are more
pictures to be made in the
future."
Both Elizabeth and Richard
will present Oscars at the April
7 awards. Doubtless it would
please them both to see another
statuette in the family.
tinning Americans fleeing th
polluted, crowded cities.
Helpful Information
Some companies provide
maps and kits with camping in-
structions. Others even provide
Information to tell the public
where to find berries, fruit,
nuts, the best fishing holes and
hunting spots and water for
washing and drinking.
Union Camp Corp. which has
a superintendent for each of its
16 forests contained in the 1.67
million woodland acres in Geor-
gia, Florida, Alabama, Virginia
and the Carolinas, is highly
tuned to the public.
Its superintendents have close
liaison with local communities
and all individuals and organi-
zations asking for camping and
other privileges, It even makes
some money by leasing land to
farmers, cattle grazers and fern
growers. Ferns have flourished
in the Great Dismal Swamp in
Virginia and North Carolina for
more than 6,000 years.
Historic Interest
Archaeologists, historians and
state officials also have heavy
stakes in this commercial forest
land. George Washington and
Patrick Henry organized a com-
pany which cut a canal from
the western shore of Lake
Drummond in the Great Dismal
swamp. It is one of the oldest
artificial waterways still in use
on the North American conti-
nent.
Six .railes *est of Franklin,
Va., archaeologists recently un-
covered the site oI a large vil-
lage once the home of the Not-
boway Indians, a little known
tribe, Spear points and ax heads
Sound there go back to 4,000
B.C.
Scott Paper works closely
with the Maine Fish and Game
Department. One project is a
colorful guide map of more than
800 miles of streams and sev-
eral hundred lakes.
On Skidaway Island near Sa-
vannah, Ga., one company has
given 265 acres to the Georgia
Park Commission and 635 acres
to the Ocean Science Center of
the Atlantic.
JO N
SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN
ROUND STEAKB 9 c
BE
EGk MILD CURE
BACON
LB. 
69t
FINE FOOD FOR FINE FOLKS
STORE HOURS
1:00 fll 9:00
5- 12 Lb. Average
SWIFTS BUTTER BALL
TURKEYS 6LB.
FRESH BAKING PURE
HENS GROUND BEEF
LB 
39C LB. 4
FIELDS FULLY COOKED
WHOLE
HAMS
TO LOAN SUBS
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
House has voted to loan three
reserve submarines to the
Nationalist Chinese government
on Taiwan,
The measure, which also
roved loaning six other
ships to four allies, passed
81 to 66 Monday and was seat
the Senate where the Taiwan
b proposal faces an uncertain
e. Before passing the bill,
e House turned back, 84 to 26,
attempt to delete the subs.
IT'S HARD WORK
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
Mrs. Claudia Melton yawns
about 20 times a day, but she
isn't too worried about it.
She used to yawn three or
four times a minute, but has
just completed hospital treat-
ment for the thyroid condition
which her doctor blamed for
the yawning.
Pack at her job, Mrs. Melton
says yawning is hard work. "It
really tires me out," she says.
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16 Lb. & Over LB. 5
SHANK HALF BUTT HALF
LB 590 LB.19
* FROZEN FOODS PRODUCE
ORANGE JUICE Frosty
MIXED VEGETABLES Frosty
GREEN BEANS Frosty Acres _
CUT CORN Frosty Acres
POTATOES
PIES Frosty Acres - Apple, Cherry,
Frosty Acres Shoe
Acres — — —
Acres
String —
Peach
— 20 oz
- 20-0z.
- 20 oz.
3 FoR $1
3 Fon $1
_20.z. 3 R 1
FO 
$
FoR
3 F°Ft $1
3 FoR $i
POTATOES Idaho Baking  59°10-lb. bag
CARROTS 14b. cello bag 2 Fot3 15°
LETTUCE _ _  head 190
°TURNIP GREENS Home Grown  2 lbs. 39
CRANBERRIES Fresh cello bag _ 1-lb. 39
0
Dm. 49°EGGS Lynn I Lye Grade A White for Coloring
1P-
SUNSHINE KRISPY
CRACKERS
1 LB. 33t
FLAVOR KIST SPRING
COOKIES
Assorted Flavors
399:2 OZ,
DOLE PINEAPPLE
& PINK GRAPEFRUIT
DRINK
.0z 3/$1
DEERWOOD
PEANUT BUTTER
747
MAYONNAISE
Q., 5R
2 LB.
KRAFT
3
DISHWASHING LIQUID
CHIFFON
QT.
DIXIE
DISPENSERS
2550 CT.
DELIGHTED STRAWBERRY 
MUSSELLMANS
PRESERVES APPLESAUCE
44 303 CAN 2/3918 OZ
18" HEAVY DUTY
ALCOA WRAP
25 FT 49
RICHTEX
SHORTENING
3LB 65*OCEAN
CRANBERRY
SAUCE 25
300 CAN
SHOWBOAT SWEET
POTATOES
No,cAN 25
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN
GREEN BEANS
303 CAN 2/25
HUNTS
FRUIT COCKTAIL
CAN 
3/i
FOLGERS
COFFEE
-"lb can
GREEN GIANT
PEAS
303 CAN
$149 
.1/49,
FIELD TRIAL
CHUNK
DOG FOOD
n L8. 5219
BLUE RIBBON SOLID BUSH WHITE WHITE CLOUD
OLEO HOMINY TISSUE
6L8b 1.°01€'01
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Extension To Stress Rural Living,
4-H, Help For The Disadvantaged
LEXINGTON, Ky. - "Ken-
tucky's Cooperative Extension
program for the immediate fut-
ure will be the best this state
has ever known."
Such is the prediction of Dr.
John L. Ragland, associate dean
of the Cooperative Extension at
UK, who spoke to more than
1,400 Homemakers attending the
Thursday morning session of the
Kentucky Extension Homemak-
ers Association annual meeting
at UK.
There will be increased em-
phasis no 4-H, help for the dis-
advantaged, and reversal of the
move-to-the-city trend.
"Mass migration to the cities
hasn't worked," Dr. Ragland stat-
ed.
One of Extension's goals is to
encourage the development of
jobs and improve the quality of
living in rural areas, in the hope
that people will move back to our
smaller towns and communities
To accomplish this, one of Ex-
tension's roles will be to help
communities in their locally-init-
iated efforts to determine worth-
while development projects. On-
ce this is accomplished, Extens17,
on can assist them inlatehing on-
to the government andprivate re-
sources needed to get the jot
done.
A 'related problem involves
rural youth's feeling that there
is little or no money to be made
In farming.
"This is nit true", Dr. Rag.
land maintained. "There is lots
of money to be made in
log."
The problem here is that farm
operations are usually not ade-
quately financed, as are many
modern business operations.
This situation is changing, be
said, and it means more young
people who 'would be happiest
In a farming or agriculture -
related profession can now be
encouraged to take agricultural
curriculum in college,
"One of Dean Barnhart's high-
est priorities for the College of
Agriculture is the 9-H program
out in the counties," he said.
"Nothing," he insisted, "can
give greater return per man hour
Invested than working with these
4-H youngsters."
He emphasized to Homemakers
present the importance of giving
their individual and club support
By Phyllis Herman •
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Plans for
National Library Week in Kea-
tucky, April 12-18, are under
direction of Charles L. Atcher,
of Lexington, a UK archivist,
and state chairman of the ob-
servance.
Atcher called Library Week
particularly significant In Kea-
tacky this year.
"With 24 construction projects
under way, Kentucky is building
more public libraries than any
other state," he pointed out. "Sti-
pplementing that expansion is S.
fleet of 105 bookmobiles thelar-
gest state-owned traveling lib-
rary in the U. S."
Atcher's appointment was ann.
minced by Charles F. Hinds,
Kentucky's executive director
of National Library Week. Hinds
is director of libraries at Murray
State University.
Hinds was state historian from
1956 to 1959, when be became
state archivist. He joined the
Murray State library staff in
1967.
Atcher was a field represen-
tative for the Kentucky Historical
Society from 1962 till 1964, when
he joined the staff of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky library.
"Reading is for Everybody",
Is the 1970 theme of the annual
week devoted to library services.
Tv profile
He's proven
as an actor
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Conroapeaden
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
James Callahan, he of the promi-
nent ears and winning manner
in. "The 
is that rare and happy bird,
the Hollywood bachelor. •
A successful actor in movies
and television for almost 10
years, Callahan has appeared in
more than 250 television shows,
reels of movies and was a regu-
lar in three series, "Dr. Kildare,"
'Wendy and Me" and "Con-
voy.
He has passed through and
beyond the stage of .dating eve-
ry pretty actress in town.
Callahan has, in fact, discovered
that he is dating less than be-
fore, discovering that most of
the cute young things are spo-
ken for. Moreover, actresses
prefer careers to husbands.
At the beginning of the foot-
ball season Callahan telephones
whichever girls he has been dat-
ing to tell them he has gone
into hibernation.
Thereafter he sinks into a
chair, turns on the football
games and can be pried away
only for meals and work. tit
watches high school games, col-
lege and professional games and
all the replays.
Actor Callahan is a frustrated
football star. But he stays
physically fit playing basketball
and tennis at playgrounds, and
skiing in season.
Callahan is typical of the
Hollywood bachelor in one re-
spect which sets him apart from,
say, a Cleveland bachelor. In-
stead of renting an apartment
he bought a house.
NEW YORK (L'Pl)- A lot of
economic damage may have to
be suffered this year since
wage pacts must be settled, aot
only for the postal service, but
for the railway, trucking, tire
and automobile industries dur-
ing the next few weeks or
months, Oppenheimer
' 
Newborg
L Neu observes. Corporate
earnings figures will be sharply
lower for the first quarter, and
it is hardly likely that the stock
market will rally over the near
term. "The prodent policy
would be to keep one's powder
dry at this juncture," it adds.
-
The market continues to
reflect a wait and see attitude
on the part of investors Walston
& Co. says. In terms of the
Dow Jones industrial average it
Is backing and filling it a
support area of 750-760. The
longer it can hold at the 760
level, the better its prOspects.
Walston adds.
In view of the tact 'that the
bear market has not attracted
a very big following even
though the trend has been
downward for the past two
weeks, E. F. Hutton says a
rain in the near future would
not be surprising. However, the
postal strike is having a
depressino effect and tlie
market is going to need volume
to climb, it adds.
Rustic abode
It is a rustic abode in the
San Fernando valley with spa-
cious living room and dining
room, two bedrooms and a kit-
chen which he avoids except
to broil steaks and chops.
Occasionally an unsuspecting
starlet will be invited for dinner
only to find hereself fagged in
in apron cooking the meal.
His spare' bedroom is fre-
quently occupied by members
of his family, most often his
mother or' sister who live in
Elkhart, Ind.
At least once a year Callahan
visits Elkhart as a haie for
searching out antique furniture
in the midwest. Then he ships
his purchases to California. depend on it for their food supply
that when an epidenic of late
blight hit their crops in
1846-41, a terrible famine r esult-
ed-a famine that caused a whole-
sale migration of Irish people to
the United States.
For some reason, Oriental
peoples have never cared much
for potatoes and have not learn-
ed their culture or how to adapt
them to their climatic conditions
as have peoples of most other -
lands. Although the potato has
been known in Japan for more
than two centuries, plant scien-
tists studying Japanese vegetab-
les soon after World War 11
were amazed to find the potato
111 a state of culture far below
that of any other food plant in
that country.
Back in the 16th century, the
noted English gardener and sur-
geon, John Gerard, was well
aware Of the goodness of the
potato. In his famous Herbal,
DISMISSALS he recommended its culture to
all Englishmen, calling it a
Mrs. Mildred Lassiter, Rte. 3, "meat for pleasure" equitlly good
Murray; Miss Dorothy Holt, Rte. for either "roasted in the em-
1, Dexter; Mrs. martanos Stu. berfa,.. or boiled and eaten with
bbleffeld, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. oUe vinegar, and pepper."
Barbara Centers, Rte. 2, Hazel; In this, and in many other
pnedem .Lassiter; "Rte. 3, Mar. -"rays, the potato is still good;
ray; Cbesley D. Adams, Rte. 3, and like Gerard, Horticulturist
1, Davis recommends It for allBenton; Ira E. Keel, Rte.
Hazel,
His house is rich in solid,
heavy wood pieces; giving a
definite masculine appeal of
comfort and utility to his sur-
roundings.
Callahan is more absorbed
in er brig than in squiring chicks
to dui, otheques. For that rea-
son he can be found directing
plays at the Pasadena Playhouse
,or coaching young actors in the
evening,
irdier than prepare his own
meals, Callahan dines out, usu-
ally in Japanese restaurants in
downtown Los Angeles, a half-
hour drive from home.
Hospital Report
ADULTS 96
NURSERY 3
MARCH 221970
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to 4-H, to community develop-
ment, and to helping the disad-
vantaged families in their area.
"We must not allow the child-
ren born of disadvantaged, un-
productive parents to grow up
In the same pattern, when chil-
dren all around them with no
more native intelligence regul-
arly become highly productive
cificasis " he said.
Extension has the know-now,
dedication, experience, and has
the backing of local people, acc-
ording to Ragland.
"All this can make the Exten-
sion program worth a million
dollars to your county."
Irish Potato
Is Historic
Vegetable
Clarksville, Tenn. - Over two
hundred artists and craftsmen
from Tennessee and surrounding
states have been invited to exhibit
their art work in Clarksville on
Aprfl 11 at Clarksville's Second
Annual Art Bazaar.
The bazaar is being sponsored
by the Hilldale Kiwanis Club of
By Nevyle Shackelford
LEXINGTON, Ky. - When the
"dark nights of March" settle
down on the land and the sign of
the Zodiac is in Sagittarius or
below, tradition holds that this
Is a good time to plant Irish
potatoes.
Up to this point UK Specialist
culture, Hubert Davis,
agrees with tradition. He adds,
however, that there are some
other things to be taken Into
consideration to assure a good
crop-things like groundprepara-
Me, fertilization, and cultiva-
tion. For more information on
potato culture, see USDA Bulle-
tin No. AK 267.
What many potato growers may
not realize, says Davis, is that
the Irish, or "white potato," is
one of the most important vege-
tables in history and in the world.
Distinctly American, it is now
cultivated over most of the United
States and has been known since
Columbus discovered this contin-
ent. As to the exact region of its
origin, no one can say for sure,
bet plant detectives feel certain 
it came from somewhere in South
America. When first noticed by
the white man, it was being grown
and processed by natives in the
high country of Peru, There are
evidences leading to the belief
that it was carried from South
America to the other Americas,
to Europe, and elsewhere by
early Spanish explorers.
One story holds that Sir John
Hawkins introduced the potato
(Solanum tuberosum) into Ireland
In 1565, and another says Sir
Walter Raleigh first gew it there
In 1585. In any case it became
an important vegetable crop in
Ireland before it did in other
European countries or in theAm-
erican colonies.
Because of this, the white pot-
ato became firmly identified with
the Emerald Isles; hence the
name "Irish potato," which per-
sists in the United States today
During the 17th and 18th cen-
turies the potato was gradually
Introduced .'.nto other countries.
It was brought to New England in
1719 by Irish immigrants who
settled at Londonderry, New He-
mpshire, The kinds grown In
those days were not nearly as
productive. or as good
as our modern varieties aciWN
Worse, not as well liked.
By the middle of the 19th cen-
tury, the potato was an impor-
t staple crop in Northern Eur-
ope, the British Isles, North Am-
erica, and to a less extent else-
where. So greatly did the Irish
Clarksville and the Clarksville
Art Association.
Artists and craftsmen will dis-
play their works on the court-
house lawn area in downtown Cl-
arksville. The Art Bazaar, ez-
pected to draw many buyers as
well as artists and craftsman,
is scheduled between 10 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Sales areas will be marked
off for artists and craftsmen,
who are requested to bring their
own display equipment. No entry
fees or admission fees will be
charged artists and craftsmen.
A fifteen percent commission
will be charged on all sales of
exhibitions.
Some artists and craftsmen
will not receive an exhibitor's
brochure due to the lack of an
up-to-date mailing list of the
Art Bazaar Committee. Artists
and craftsmen who have not been
notified due to this unavoidable
For Museum Lovers
ASUNCION, Paraguay UPI)
- Asuncion has six public mu-
seums and at least three pri-
vate ones. The public museums
include the Casa de la Inde-
pendencia, a group of buildings
dating to 1772; archeology and
ethnography; fine arts, and two
natural history museums.
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 25. 1970
situatict 'may receive an entry
form and exhibitor's information
by writing Clarksville Art Asso-
ciation, Box 37, Clarksville, Te-
nnessee, 37040. All exhibitors'
entry forms are due by April 8,
1970.
Spring in Scandinavia
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
attractions of Scandinavia in
May are outlined in a booklet,
"Springtime Scandinavia 1968,"
issued by Scandinavian Air-
lines.
The booklet contains facts
about 12 tours of Scandinavia,
ranging from three days to
three weeks, and information
rft Check and compare
price, quality, trim & selection with any super market...
IT'S A GOOD BET...
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Hamburger
Store Peskin abeild
Breakfast Bacon 
3 Lb. Pus. Of More
Ground Beef Lb
White Beauty Sultana
Shortening 
3 cLimb 58C Early Peas 717 0:$1Cans
Campbe4ls
Tomato Juice 
Scott Reg
Towels 
AAP Chunk Style
Pineapple 3 
$1
Sultana
Freestone Peaches 32g.°:89C
AM, Fresh Chilled
2 Cans 790 Orange Juice
PRICES GOOD THRU
SAT , MAR 28
Fresh
Asparagus _ _ _ lb. 39*
Jonathan
Apples 3 490
260 Size
Lemons _ _ _ 10 for 49*
Idaho
Potatoes
3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX
ASKS HELP
WASHINGTON (UPI).- Pros--
ident Nixon, for the second
time has month, has written a
letter to Soviet Premier Alexel
Kosygin asking his help in
preserving neutrality in Laos.
The White House did not
disclose the exact contents.
Nixon also wrote Kosygin on
the same subject March 6, and
at the same time made a
similar plea to British Prime
Minister Harold Wilson.
- -
SLICED 44c
1/4 Loin Sliced
PORK CHOPS
lb. 1%
Gelatin 21 off •
Jell-o 60z Pkg170
ASP Sweet
Potatoes
Wagner's Orange
SPECIAL LOW PRICE
10c LABEL DETERGENT
BOLD
25 OFF LABEL
A & P
100e4s
Colombian
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Ivory Soap
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AUCTION SALE:
March 28, I p. m., at the
H. Foster Farm, 2 mil
of Crossland, turn righ
gravel road, 1 mile. Good
farm equipment sale: I
del 35 Ferguson tractor;
bottom spring trip 12 inch
Spring Shank cultivator;
national Harvester 7,foot
er; new tractor Wade; t
post hole digger; John
corn drill with spray at
D-45 A. C. tractor, power
Mg, extra nice; A. C. whee
with sealed bearings; 1
ton Ford truck with new
grain bed and hoist. Sharp
Chevy pick-up with long
Flectside. 2 heavy duty
wagons with 14 ft. grain
New Poland chain saw, less
1 year old. 36 new tobacco
folds. There will be other
not mentioned. Ail of this
ment is extra clean, well
for and shows very little
This is your chance to buy
your farmer friend. For
melon call J. H. Foster,
8499, Otto Chester Auction
vice, 435-4092, Lynn Grove
• SHOP
THE COLLEGE SHOP
Per All. Your
Easter and Seeing
Attire
We have a large asso
ment of Tuxedos, just
time for graduations a
proms,
THE COLLEGE SHOP
Across the Street From
ki.SU Library
m- •;
LOST POUND
LOST White gold watch w
stretch band_ Lost in vicin
of 807 Olive Phone 753-2
after 5 00 p. m.
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pat sat.' NOTICE NOTICE
REGISTERED ANGUS Cattle
Auction in Livingston County,
40 miles from Paducah, Ky.,
east on U. S. Highway 60. Come
to Salem, Ky., take Highway
1433, follow sale signs to the
Jeptha hfoxley Farm, 9 miles.
Friday, March 27th, time: 10:00
a. m. 82 head of cattle, 80 head
registered. 48 registered Black
Angus cows, % will have calves
by side day of sale. Most cows
sired by Blackbaron Bull, other
cows bred to It. M. Bondoiler
43-33, and will calve up to Au-
gust. 21 nice open heifers, some
over one year old, registered.
11 registered Black Angus bulls,
4-2 years old, 1 coming 8 years
old, 6 yearlings, 2 red bulls.
1 year old, not registered. The
11 bulls by Blackbaron Lattis
19. Most of the cows and heif-
ers to. Other Breeding Queen,
Dutches, Ruby, Blackbird. Certi-
ficates. Each animal is recorded,
or will be recorded in the Herd
Book of the Aaeociation. The
cereficiates of registry with re-
corded transfer will be furn-
ished by the seller to the pur-
chaser. Risk. All animals are at
purchasers risk as soon as
struck off, but will be cared for
a reasonable time. Bids. The
highest bidder shall be the hug-
er. Dc-Fas--1--oT-Witate, the ani-
mal shall again be put up for
advance bids and if there be no
advance bid the animal dialUbe
sold to the person from whom
the auctioneer accepted the last
bid. Every animal is pledged
to sell. Health Certificates. Each
animal has met all requirements
for Brucellosis and T. B. by
passing a supervised agglutina-
tion test on 2-28-70. Absent Bid-
ders. Mail or wire bids may be
sent to Jack Colson, Ledbetter,
Ky., or Mr. Moxley may be con-
tacted at the farm, phone 988-
3372. Responsibility. The sellers
or anyone else associated in
this sale will not be responsible
in case of accidents resulting in
injury to anyone attending the
sale. Foreword. The Moxley fam-
ily offers a most cordial invi-
tation for Black Angus breed.
ers said other cattle breeders
to attend this registered Angus
sale. Terms. The terms are cash
day of sale. Reason for selling.
Reducing herd. Also. One Palo-
mina Stallion, 12 years old. One
Palomina Gelding, 5 years old.
Owner-Jeptha Moxley, Burns,
Kentucky. Col. Jack Colson,
Sructioneer, Ledbetter, Ky.
Phone 898-2967. Selling is our
business-any kind - Anytime
-Anywhere, service is our obli-
gation. For whatever job in
selling there is to be done.
ITC
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10'
52', furnished, air conditioned,
carpeted, electric baseboard
heat. Reasonable. Phone 762-
6198. M-254
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer,
$195.00. Phone 753-8174 after
6:00 p. m., except weekends.
11-26-C
BERKLINE RECLINER. Good
condition. Early American styl-
ing. Phone 753-8905 after 3:00
p. m. M-26-C
TRUCK TOPPERS; also truck
toppers custom built. Lowell
Lamb, Sedalia, Kentucky. Phone
329-8321. M-27-P
THE proven carpet cleaner
Blue Lustre is easy on the bud-
get. Restores forgotten colors.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, Home of The
Wishing Well". M-23-0
FLUFFY soft and bright as new.
That's what cleaning rugs will
do when you use Blue Lustre'
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
. M-28-D
REDING MOWER, mule and hay.
Phone 753-2987. M-26-C
KAWASAKI motorcycle 
Sldewinder 250. Will sell for
060.00. If Interested phone
753-8721 after 3:00 p. m.
M-26:C
THREE PEKINGESE pups, six
older Pekingese dogs. James
Robertson, Kirksey, phone 489-
2721. M-26-P
ANTIQUE, 150 year old walnut
Grandfather striking clock, 7' 5"
tall, made in England, $273.00.
Phone 753-7683 after 5:00 p. m.
M-30-P
MAPLE HIGH CHAIR, pottie
chair, bathinett, stroller. Good
condition. Phone 489-2981.
M-26-C
1988 FORD, 4300 back hoe Die-
sel with big thumb automatic
digger, 400 hours. Excellent con-
dition, $7500.00. Phone David
Higgins, Mayfield, Kentucky
347-12k1 days or 241-4433 night.
M-26-C
28 WEANING AGE pigs. Phone
753-3599 after 4:00 p. m. M-26-C
POODLE PUPPIES. Black, Toys,
females. Reasonably priced. Call
753.7941. M-26-C
AUCTION SALE: Saturday.
March 28, 1 p. m., at the James
H. Foster Farm, 2 miles west
of Croesland, turn right first
gravel road, 1 mile. Good clean
farm equipment sale: 1-64 mo-
del 35 Ferguson tractor; 1-3-
bottom spring trip 12 inch plow;
Spring Shank cultivator; Inter-
national Harvester 7-foot mow-
er; new tractor blade; tractor
post hole digger; John Deere
corn drill with spray attached;
0-45 A. C. tractor, power steer-
ing, extra nice; A. C. wheel disc
with sealed bearings; 1963 2-
ton Ford truck with new 113 ft.
grain bed and hoist. Sharp 1984
Chevy pick-up with long bed,
Fleetaide. 2 heavy duty Case
wagons with 14 ft. grain beds.
New Poland chain saw, less than
1 year old. 96 new tobacco scat.
folds. There will be other items
not mentioned. All of this equip-
ment is extra clean, well cared
for and shows very little wear.
This is your chance to buy good
your farmer friend. For infor- FOUR pure bred Marone"
nration call J. H. Foster, 492- heifers, $850.00. each. Phone
8499, Otto Chester Auction Sen. 753-7375. M-30-C
vice, 430-4042, Lynn Grove, Ky. 
lene.pi 14 ARKANSAS Traveller Run-
about boat with 36 HP motor,
skis and rope included. Price
$480.00. Call 753-6686 after 4
p. so. 14-28-c
MODEL 70 Winchester 30-06
with weaver 4x to 12x variable
scope, case and sling. Only five
Months old. Phone 753-6420.
M-27-C
'YOUNG RABBITS. Will make
nice Easter gifts. Phone 753-
0305 after 5:00 p. m. M-27-C
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos.
Across from Post Office, Loner-
do Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
H-M-27-C
OLD CARNIVAL GLASS, var-
iety of old bottles and jars,
concrete water fountains and
sea horse bird 'bath. Also life
size reindeers and other con-
crete animals. Willie's Place,
near New Concord just off lel
on Hwy. 614. M-27-C
GOOD USED black and white
television console. Phone 753-
3914. M-27-C
BUNK BEDS. Phone 753-4902
after 6:00 p. m. M-27-C
CONSOLE STEREO AM-FM ra-
dio, solid state all transistor,
early American cabinet, $15Q.00
Phone 762-6101. M-28-C
NOTICE
SHOP
t THE COLLEGE SHOP
Per All Your
Easter and Spring
Attire
We have a large assort-
ment of Tuxedos, jest in
time for graduations and
proms.
THE COLLEGE SHOP
Across the Street From
WU Library
in -26-c
LOST Al POUND
LOST: White gold watch with
stretch band. Lost in vicinity
of 807 Olive. Phone 753-2479
after 5:00 p. so. M-27-P
SITUATIONS WANITD
TFaNg - YEARS -experience: in
setting and as ready-to-wear
buyer. Call 474-Z297. ITC
GIRLS 26" bicycle, boys sport
coat, size 8 and 10. Girls spring
cost, size 4 and 8. Girls dress-
es, size 5 to 8. Phone 753-5121.
M-27-P
KIRSCH RODS, close out. Lit-
tleton'.
TWO IRISH SETTER pups, six
weeks old. One male, $30.00.
one female $20.00. Phone 753-
7585. M-27-C
HELP WANTED
WORKING MOTHER needs
housekeeper and baby sitter to
live in. Must love children and
have good references. Salary
open. Phone 753-7241. M-27-C
WANTED: Waitress 4100 p. m.
till 1 00 a. m. shift Apply in
person to Tom's Pizza Palace,
North 12th Street. M-28-C
WANTED: man to. ..hete_train,
bird dnes aft run dogs in held
Irish s Phone 436-2406. Chrysler
Rird Dog Kennels. TFC
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, March 28 a 10 a.m.
Located 7 miles NE of Paris, Timm, Ws miles off Shady Grove
blacktop, 6 miles E. of Parris:sr. UM East off Shady Grove black-
top at Sign:
216% ACRE FARM
Farm has approximately 100 acres of open land, balance in tim-
ber. Has flowing creek for everlasting stock water. A 4-room
Frame House is under construction. 4 inch Plastic Well. Farm is
fenced & cross-fenced for cattle. Has Stock Shed and an old Log
House, good for feed storage.
This would make an ideal cattle farm, located just 1/2 miles off
blacktop on good gravel road, just a few minutes drive from
Kentucky Lake. If you are thinking of investing in land, don't
fail to look this-one over before sale day.
TERMS: 20% Down at sale; Bolancootclating.
INVEST IN THE SAFEST INVESTMENT, IN THE LAND.
CATTLE 6 good Mixed Stock Cows withCalves at side. 1 Bred Gilt
HOUSE TRAILER 8x36ft. furnished
REFRIGERATOR I 3 COW TROUGHS
GRAIN DRILL
LAWN MOWER
4 WOODEN GATES
SOME LUMBER and TIN
REASON FOR SELLING: Owners are moving to Texas. Anyone desiring to sae property befo
re
sal. day, contact D. W. Sudbury at farm, Tom Hoffman, Hwy. 79E, Paris, or Ray
 Martin, McKenzie.
Mr. & Mrs. D. W. Sudbury
-Tom Hoffman 
ners
Ray Martin No. 95
Hwy. 79E, Peri', Tenn. • Broker & Sales Mgr, 153 N. Waldron St., McKenzie,
 Broker & Auctioneer
SPECIALIZING IN LAND end EQUIPMENT SALES
"PUBLIC SALE SERVICE THAT SATISFIES"
AUTOS POE ,SALE
VOLKSWAGEN, Square - back
Station Wagon, 1969 model, au-
tomatic transmission. Price
$1875.00. Call 753-5532. M-26-C
1964 SPORTS FURY two door
hardtop. Bucket seats, power
brakes, and steering. Automatic
shift in floor, $500.00. Phone
492-8626. M-26C
1969 IMPALA custom coupe.
Red with black vinyl nap and
black vinyl interior. Between
10,000 and 11,000 miles. $2973.-
00. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.,
South 12th Street. Phone 753-
2617. M-25-C
1964 MALIBU Super Sport.
Black interior and exterior,
bucket' seats, console, automat-
ic Phone 753-3489 after
5:00 11,1 m.
1963 FORD Fairlane 500. Phone
489-2498 before 6:00 p. m. or
489-2653 after 8:00 p. in. M-27-P
1969 DODGE Charger RT 440,
11,000 actual miles. William
Scheffer, Renters, Kentucky,
phone -527-8744. M-27-P
1961 CHEVROLET Impala, good
condition, low mileage, $450.00.
Phone 753-8243 or 753-8066 af-
ter 5:00 p. m.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, clean, like
new, good tires, radio, light
green color. Phone 7534776 or
753-3411. _M-27.0
1964 IMPALA, 327 motor, four
door hardtop, all power and
factory air. Call 753-2527.
M-27-C
HELP WANTED POE RENT
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TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart-
ments, central heat and air,
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
carpet throughout. Call or ace
Gene Steely, Southside Shop-
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
7S3-71350. TFC
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 3824E32,
Lynnville, Kentucky. April-4-C
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
air conditioned. Couples and
teachers only. Call 753-2896.
M-27-C
SEAL ESTATE POlt GALS NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
ALBRITTEN FARM: 92 acres,
good stock barn with electricity,
one old tobacco barn, ten acres
bottom land, 45 acres cleared.
This farm is priced to sell. Lo-
cated HWY 94, turn right just
east of Elm Grove Baptist Chin,
eh on old Newburg Road, 1%
es on the right. Contact
.Peel & Holland Real Estate,
1120 Main Street., Benton, Ky.
42025, phone 5274621.
April-2-C
NEW FURNISHED apartment
with electric heat, carpet, air
snditioned, private entrance.
)ne block from University.
Phone 753-5330 after 5:00 p. m.
M-26-C
10' x 55' TWO-BEDROOM trail-
er, three miles from Murray.
Phone 753-7858. M-30-C
FOUR-BEDROOM, two baths,
ormal living room and dining,
fireplace in family room, full
nt, double garage, recrea-
on room in basement, $30,-
00. Phone 753-6073.
M-27-NC
TWO-BEDROOM house, 403
south 11th Street, $65.00 Per,
nonth. Possession immediately.
Phone Bob Miller 753-2923.
M-27-C
NOTICE
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available et
rune Finance Co. the Ledger & Times Office Sap
Southside ILtnor ply sk.re. TFNC
Phone 7534702
Murray. Kentucky tic ME MURRAY NO. 2 Water
'mow District tap on fee is now
]S300.00 as of this date, March24, 1970. s 1TC
BELTONE factory trail
trig aid batteries for all asks
'leering aids, Wallis Drew
C. P. Williams
NOTICE NOTICE
THE MERCHANTS CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
Will Have A Coffee Meeting
Thursday Night, March 26th
at 7:00 o'clock p.m.
at the
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
'All Members Are Urged To
Attend This Meetinr
(NYONE WANTING ‘p join a
,sin club call 753-8956%pr 753-
264 after 6:00 p. m. 11-27-NC
EDNA KNIGHT is no longer
associated with Wayne Wilson
keal Estate. For Real Estate
;ransaotions contact her at 753-
" 4910. M-31-P
A CORNER LOT, 13th and
Olive, zoned for four apart-
ments, $8750.00. Phone 7534202
after 6:00 p. m. H-M-27-C
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 arid
23.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settle-
ment of accounts was on
March 23rd., 1970 Filed by
Rob Gingles, Administrator of
the estate of Walter J. Baker,
Dec'd.,
and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway Co-
unty Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any ex
caption thereto will do so on
or before April 27th., 1970 or
be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23rd
day of March, 1970.
By: Marvin Harris,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP
LOOKING FOR something un-
usual in an extra nice 4-bedroom
house then you need to take
a look at this one on Melrose.
Has two full baths, carpet, cen-
tral heat and air, fireplace, two
car garage, on large lot. Posses-
sion with deed.
NICE 3-bedroom brick with
den on 1 acre lot, 3% miles
from city limits, has carpet in
living room and hall, built-in
air conditioning, electric heat,
good well, $18,500.00.
A 3-11EDROOM brick on nice
lot. Has central heat . and sir,
carpet, range, dishwasher, die
shower- in -utility,
tile bath, carliort and priced
under $20,000.00.
'EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
on Catalina Drive. Has two
baths, extra nice hardwood
floors, drapes, range, kitchen
and dining room, carport and
outside storage, $18,500. Posses-
sion with deed. -
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
Belmonte, central heat and air,
carpet, patio, carport, large
'utility. Ns baths and priced at
$20,000.
1.1
2 BLOCKS from University
campui a 3-bedroom frame
house on corner lot, carpeted
throughout, glassed in sun por-
ch, electric heat, garage, own-
er must leave town, price has
been reduced to $14,000.
ON SOUTH 7TH Street we have
one of the cleanest little 3-bed-
room houses hi town. Has cars
pet in living room, hall, and
one bedroom, utility, range, car-
port and, outside storage, fen-
ced back- yard, $14,750.
ON SOUTH 16th Street we have
an extra nice 3-bedroom brick
with large paneled family room,
GE range, dishwasher, dispos-
al, carpeted, two baths, air con-
ditioned, double carport, large
outside storage room, lot 95 s
200 ft. $23,500.
WANT SOME income, we have
an extra nice brick duplex with
3 bedrooms on each side, car-
peted, central heat and air, now
rented for $305.00 per month,
$32,500.00.
LOT FOR duplex, 112 x MO ft.,
city water and sewer, $4200.00
HOUSE AND LOT at Dexter.
Has 3 bedrooms, on city water,
city gas, one-half bath, $4230.
BUSINESS LOT an Story across
from Liberty-with small house,
$6500.
WE HAVE 6 very nice building
lots on Sherry Lane, $3150 and
$3500. Large lot with large
shade trees, in sight of Univer-
sity and R:bertson School. On
Peggy Ann Drive a lot, with 90.
ft. frontage for $2600.
Check at ROBERTS REALTY
for all your real estate needs,
505 Main or call 753-1631 Office
or call Hoyt or Ray Roberts,
we are always glad to talk Real
Estate with you. M-27-C
AUTOS POE SALE
WANTED TO IIIJY
For the Kids
Of All Ages
MUSCLE SHOALS, A I a.
(UPI) - "Deer Forest" is a
family attraction here featur-
ing tame animals for children
of all ages - deer, llamas, and
others. There is a Story Book
Lane 'In the "Forest" with
characterizations of favorite
nursery rhymes.
SAWS FILED, electric beater,
and all Knell appliances repair-
ed. 512 It So. 12th St., 753-8067.
March-27-C
CARPENTER WORE of all
kinds. Building houses, addi-
tions, remodeiing, paneling.
Get your work done before the
spring rush Call Mack, 753-3388.
Free estimates. April-17-C
I3ACKHOE WORK, septic tank
installation and cleaning, all
types of digging. Call Gene
Steely. South Side Shopping
Center, phone 753-7850. TFC
LOVE'S EXPENSIVE
STANMORE,nEngland (UPI)
- Elonlida Koraco of Yugosla-
via will have to stay In England
mut she pays Off the 180 pound
($1432) bill she ran up calling
her boyfriend in Turin, Italy, on
her employer's phone, plus a
$60 flne, the local magistrate
ruled.
The court confiscated her
passport tO mate sure.
Shelled nuts tend to become
rancid and stale when exposed
to air, moisture and warmth.
Nutrition specialists suggest
keeping nutmeats in tightly
sealed containers to prolong
freshness
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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4-Exclamation
6-Country of
Europe
11-Baggage
CSITIOV
13-Intractable
person
15-Latin
conjunction
16-Land of the Mee
113-Note of scale
19-Symbol for
tellurium •
21-Couple
22-Praise
24-City in Nevada
26-Shore bird
28-Exist
29-Carry
31-Temporary
shelter
33-Teutonic deity
34-Lined one
36-College official
38-Part of "to he
40-Winter vehicle
42-Pamphlet
45-Lair
47-Man's name
49-River in Africa
50-War god
52-Academic
subsKis
54 Note of scaie
55-Note of scale
56-Atrriosphersc
' conditions
59• Parent (ending.)
61 Overextend
63 Liquid
measure
65 Classifies
66, FP' example
(abbr )
67 Worthless
leaving
OWN
1 Sernian
2 Seesaw
3-Teutonic deity
4-Fiber plant .
5-Reizions_ 
6-Mixed
7-Moccasin
• 8-Sea in Asia
9-Pronoun
113-innetere
character
12-Symbol for
tantalum
14-One borne
17-Crowd
disturbance
20-Wit, of del-aim
23-Cooled lava
24-Symbol for
rubidium
25-Units
27-Dillseed
30-Festive
32-Mountain lake
35-Stays
37 Metal fastener
38-2nd President
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43-Great outcry
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48 Platform
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51-Mark left by
wound
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57-Illuminated
58-Spanish article
60-Emmet
62-Artificial
language
64 Behold!
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NEW DAMN
TRADE-INS
1969 VOLKSWAGEN Sun
roof. Automatic trans
mission. Like new, Save
ifs'447. _TO-BUY complete flstt-
lhirft--7Altnum boat, trail,
at .inetoraispliall 753-6030'
after SAO p. a Tritc
1989 DATSUN pickup, two
to choose from, save
$500.00.
1969 DATSUN 4-door station
Wagon, very clean,
$1695.00.
1968 CUTLASS 442 convert-
eale, nice f1995.00.
1968 DATSUN 2000 Sports
Car, 5-speed tramcars-
Won, 135 HP. Special
, Price $1895.00.
1964 FORD Si-ton, V-8, over-
drive, nice $988.00.
1981 THUNDERBIRD, air
conditioner, all power,
$405.00.
1962 FORD 3/4 ton, stake
bed, $796.00.
LASSITER-McKINNEY
D/TSUM
810 Sycamore - 753-7114
so Open Evenings os
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SKYJACK SPOTTER — A Lon-
don girl demonstrates an
anti -hijack system at a
TWA news conference at
Heathrow Airport. The two
aluminum poles and a meter
measure the amount of fer-
rous metal carried by pas-
sengers boarding aircraft.
The meter emits no rays
and is harmless. it was said.
"Find It At Beale's"
imeBUCK KNIVES
FAMOUS FOR
HOLDING AN EDGE
11111.101,11w
Beale Hardware
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bout $5 billion more than last
April.
Taxpayers in Calloway Coun-
ty, in line with the economic
advances made in the local area
in the pest year, are counted
on for a proportionate share of
this hike.
Their tax payments, based up-
on preliminary income reports,
are expected to be about $6,
440,000, or some $365,000 more
than in the previous year.
In the following fiscal year.
according to the budget, per-
sonal income taxes will be $1.2
billion lower than this year.
That is because the economy
generally is in the doldrums,
with more unemployment than
in 1989, and because the surtax
was reduced from 10 percent to
5 percent for the first half of
1970 and will be eliminated an-
tirely in the second half of the
veer.
As a partial offset to this loss,
the Administration has propos-
ed a speedup in the collection
of certain taxes, to produce a
one-shot windfall of $1.6 billion,
an increase in taxes for those
using the nation's highways and
airways, a delay in paying wage
increases to Federal employees
and certain other adjustments
NOW YOU KNOW
Letter 
To Editor SEEN & HEARD .
(Continued Freon Pus 1)
cial Security, Disabled Veterans,
checks being held up in the
mails. This is the most unfair
thing that I have ever heard of.
I don't see how the Armed
Services are going to be of any
service delivering the mail. I
dott know how long they are
goRg to put up with what our
Government says to do without
question, before they stunt re-
belling. They are sent to Viet
Nam to fight and kill, then they
are sent home to be eourt mar-
shalled for killing the people.
President Nixon admitted
knowing the Postal Department
was in bad shape 23 years ago
when he was in Congress. Then
why in the devil hasn't he done
something for them. The Presi-
dent snentioned a bill concern-
ing the Post ai Employees, this
is true, but it would give them
the right to hire and fire at
will and without reason for do-
ing so. And the Postal Employ-
ees will not have it and I don't
blame them.
I know that this strike is in-
convenient to the people of the
nation, but I hope that they
will have patience with the
Postal employees.
Since my husband is in the
Postal Department, he is no waY
responsible for the things I say
or write. Thank you.
Your,
Wanda Jones,
Route 3, Box 155
Murray, Ky. 42071
by United Press international •
credited with. the eStabliatunent L. 14
Benjamin Franklin, generally 1h2ny_Lee
of tile U.S. Postal System, re-
ceived a yearly salary of $1,000
when appointed head of the
American Postal System by the
Continental Congress in MI
(Continued From Page 1)
mer when he was granted an
honorary doctor of laws degree
— only one of five honorary
doctorates conferred in the
school's 48-year-history.
Waterfield's career in politics
and public affairs includes six
terms in the state House of Re-
presentatives and two session!
AS speaker; two terms as lieuteu-
ant governor and, as such, eight
years as president of the state
Senate and chairman of the Leg
Illative Research Commission,
three primary races for gover
nor; one term as chairman of
the National Conference of Lieu-
tenant Governors; and numee
ous terms of state-level service
to the Democratic Party in a
variety of capacities.
Six terms as a presiding of-
ficer in either the House or
f." Senate give him the distinction
of having served longer as a
presiding officer in the legisla-
ture than any man in Kentucey
history.
His private life reflects the
same degree of success as in
insurance executive, newspaper
publisher, and farmer and cattle
breeder.
Richard Lee Petty of Nash-
ville will be installed as the new
president of. the alumni associa-
tion at the banquet to replaee
Barkley Jones, principal of May-
field High School.
Among other officers to be
Installed are Dr. Forrest C
Pogue of Arlington, Va., as pre-
sident-elect and Hoyt R. Jones
of Mayfield as vice-president
and five representatives to the
executive council — Miss Mar-
tha Guier and Owen Billingtori,
both of Murray; Dr. Charles
Hogancamp of Paducah; State
Sen. Pat McCuiston of Pem-
broke; and Mrs. Martha Ellison
of Louisville.
Pogue will become president
of the association in June of
next year.
•
(Continued From Page 1)
mally goes with overparting
on meters. These violators can
be spotted easily by policemen
and it is this practice which the
ordinance seeks to stop. Most
people will over park every
now and then and be subject to
the normal 30 cent fine. Very
few people will be affected by
the ordinance since very few
mote it a practice to stay all
day on a meter day after day,
*4 figure they will merely pay
Oil fine. We reckon that less
than one half of one per cent of
the motorists will be affected
by the ordinance. So, if you
over park, don't be afraid that
you will be towed away or suf-
fer a heavy fine.
Well, we tried to give Lucky
the outside dog away while abs
was heavy with child. No one
got her and today we have a
passel of puppies, eight in fact
We noticed that Lucky seemed
thinner than usual and on in-
vestigation we discovered that
she had given birth to eight
pups. One of them is a pearl
gray and another pearl gray
with white collar and feet. One
of these days we'll have some
puppies to give away.
Smell Stalls on his way to little
Rock, Arkansas for a two day
stint with the Air Force. Buel
Is a Lt. Colonel in the Air Force
Sesame.
These we were sitting at home
lest night all worn out, wife
too—Ur-we- says, why don't we
go out to Captain's Kitchen and
eat some sea food, so we did.
We got the boiled shrimp and
man was that good eating. 'They
have a sauce you put on the
shrimp and we got us a little
dooie of horse radish and mix-
• iii with it, together with that
stuff you normally eat with
fish, (we can't think of the
name of it) and dipped the
shrimp in it. That was good
eating.
Paul Dailey, Jr. is the host and
he does a good job at it.
We told him we would lend him
our Bear Paw Clam Shell to
add to the atmosphere of the
place. This is • big shell we
picked up in Florida one um
that is as large as a small tub
Television Has
A Patron Saint
VATICAN CITY UPI) —
Italy's 13th century Rt. Clare,
who according to tradition had
a vision of a distant church
service from her sickbed, Is the
patron saint of television.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service, March 25, 1970 Ken-
tucky Purzhase Area lice Mark-
et itepext Includes 10 Buying
Stations.
Receipts 700 Head, Barrows
and Gilts Mostly 50 cents Low-
er, instances 75 cents lower;
Scws, Steady.
US 1-3 200-230 lbs $24.25-24.75;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 523.75-24.25;
US 2-4 240-260 His 523.25-23.75,
US 3-4 260-280 His 522.75-23.25;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 Nis $22.00-22-50;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs 521.00-22.00;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-21.00.
Prosperity Hampers
Mission Recruiting
DENVER t UPI)—Prosperity
is making it difficult for
churches to enlist much-need-
ed personnel for domestic and
overseas missions, according to
a Methodist missions official.
"Al,,Sa time of relatively high
employment in an airiuent so-
'deer etepprog aside from op-
portunities for high income,
professional adtancemerit and
stable living conditions In ho-
mogeneous communities seems
precarious." Dr John W. Ho-
hannaber of the denomlna-
tion's board of missions, told
the Joint Committee on Mis-
sionary Personnel at its annual
meeting here.
The Saucy Pig
ALL DAY THURS. AND FRIDAY
SAUCY BAR-B-Q
(SERVED or FOR CARRY OUT)
390t
ALSO. . . DELUXE GHEESEIERGERS
LETTUCE a TOMATO
3Ek •
We Think They're the -Best
in Town"
Be Sure to Look in Friday's Piper
for Our Weekend Special
— PHONE 751-7441 FOR CARRY OUT —
1010 WEEKDAYS — 11-7 SUNDAYS
Church Of --
(Continued From Pegs 1)
have lectured on college camp-
uses, taught in congregational
workshops, and are regular tea-
chers within their areas.
The sessions will begin each
evening at 7:30 p.m. with a de-
votional period in the auditor-
ium. At eight p.m. the audience
will be divided into the respect-
ed levels of pre-school, pri-
mary, pre-school teachers, pri-
mary teachers, junior teachers,
intermediate teachers, senior
teachers, and adult teachers for
one hour class periods.
It has been announced that
this workshop is designed for
all persons whether one is a
teacher or not. Emphasis has
been placed on the inviting of
class pupils to the workshop,
Bro. Threet said.
A study hall for grade school
children, a program for three
to five year olds, and a nursery
for the younger children will be
provided during the class per-
iods.
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (ITO— Stocks
opened sharply higher today in
moderately active trading.
The sharp upsurge Tuesday
was sparked by a return to
work of thousands of pnstat
workers and fueled by rising
hopes for lower interest rates,
Volume, however, remained
light and analysts said much
more activity is needed to
support a sustained rally. Short
term interest rates on Treasury
bills, commercial paper and
bankers acceptances have fal-
len dramatically in the past two
weeks and some analysts
believed this action presages a
similar change in the prime
rate.
Shortly after the opening the
UPI marketwide indicator was
up 0.57 per cent, Advances led
declines by about three to one,
203 to 67. The Dow Jones
average of 30 blue chip
Industrials was up nearly two
points.
American 'Telephone ge.lneo
1/2 to 53. Polaroid was up 8 to
97, Federated Department
Stores to 3618, City Investing
14 to 2054 and International
Telephone la to 541;2.
Chrysler rose 1 to 2814, Ford
54 to 47 and General Motors 3,1
to 73%
ined 1 65, Jersey Standard
In the s Atlantic Richfield
p
1/4 to6¼, Standard of
California % to 441/2 and Shell
14 to 41, '
U.S. Steel droved 8 314
In the chemicals Eastman
Kodak was up % to 7934 while
Union Carbide lost 14 to 3634.
National Cub Register added
to 138 in the electronics,
Fairchild Camera picked up 1,
Honeywell 1% and Burroughs
% .
National Lead was off 33 .
Kinney National Services was
% to 30%. Merck gained 1 to
102, Xerox 7:a to 9278 and Telex
1% to 127%.
Cufti TRICK Vince Taxstiii•
1)11 chesS,!XI
Cs in s-Isiti in Pitts-
burgh She iiise initames
clips. ',slicers. masses. tee
Letter To Editor
Mrs. Eft lights'
funeral Colocted
The funeral for Mrs. Effie
Hughes was held this morning
at 10.30 at the chapel of th
e
r, u Churchill Funeral Home
with Dr. Saasuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Pete Purclom, Bally Thurman,
Braciburn Hale, Ben Grogan,
Joe Hal Spann. Jack Beak Ken-
nedy Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
and Galen Thurman. Burial was
in the Murray Cemetery with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Hughes, age 844 died
Saturday. She is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Berle Dean
and Mrs. Elizabeth Kettunen;
four sons, William Harry, Jeff,
Brent, and Joe Hughes; sister,
Mrs Harold Douglas; ten grand-
children; two greet grandchil-
dren
Funeral Held Today
For Mrs. Roberts
Final rites for Mrs. Clyde
((Evelyn) Roberts of Murray
Route Three were held today at
two p.m. at the Liberty Cumber-
land Presbyterian Chinch with
Rev. Paul Snellgrove and Rev.
Harold Bates officiating.
Pallbearers were William B.
Duncan, L D. Flores Laverne
Wallis, Bob Roberts, Tommy Ro-
berts, and Rudy Holland. Bur-
ial was in the Elm Grove Ceme-
tery with the arrangements by
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Roberts, age 58, died
Sunday at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors are her husband,
Clyde H. Roberts; father, Dill-
ard Roberts; three daughters,
Mesdames Emma Lou Story,
Betty Underwood, and Gail
Douglas; son, Eddie Roberts;
sister, Mrs. Dallas Holland; bro-
ther, Paul Roberts; five grand-
children.
Junior Class---
(Continued From Pava 1)
Haves home education and time-
saving steps are most import-
ant.
The children, ranging in age
from seven to seventeen, keep
the audience roaring with an-
tics in the uproarious family
council, their comments about
the "mangy, flea-bitten carcass"
of the family dog ("well, what
can you expect for five doll-
ars?"), and the traumatic ex-
periences of "first love."
The play has a serious side
too. Gilbreth has been told he
has a bad heart, and he is try-
ing to speed up family effici
ency and skipping grades in
school so his family will be able
to manage itself when he's gone.
The story is funny and see
bus, delightful and heartwarm-
ing. It is a story of an unusual
family of the 1920's who find
themselves in ,fittietipqs still
experienced today.
The cast of characters in.
eludes: Pat Ryan as Gilbreth;
Georgie Furgerson, Mrs. Gil-
breth; Anne Winter, Anne Gil-
breth; Jayda Stuart, Ernestine;
Mark Etherton, Frank; Marilyn
Simons, Martha; and Don Lamp-
kins as Bill. Other Gilbreth
children are: Wade Outland as
Fred; Ray Smith, Dan; Joe
Poole, Jackie; and Nancy Ma-
this as Lillian.
Additional characters include:
Pat Jacks as Larry, the boy-
friend; Jill Shroot as Mill Brill,
the old maid schoolteacher;
Mark Tinsley as the cheerlead-
er; Suzanne Jones, the house-
keeper; and Bill Pinkston as
the doctor.
Business manager for the pro-
duction is Portia Cannon. Art
director is Nancy Hart, and
technical director is Wade Out-
land. Members of the junior
class are working on all aspects
of production.
The play is under the direct-
ion of Miss Nancy Strew, Eng-
lish teacher, with the assistance
of junior class sponsors: Mrs.
Idele Bailey, Mrs. Alice Mat-
thews; Mrs. Donna Mabry, and
Mr. Joe Fullus
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERN
ATIONAL
WASHINGTON —Rep. Albert Watson" R-S.C., commen
ting on
President Nixon's statement on school desegregati
on:
"While it did not contain everything we wanted, it is 
more en-
couraging than anything we could have gotten out of Huber
t Humphr-
ey, or did get from President Kennedy or Johnson."
ATLANTA — The Rev. Andrew Young, a former key lieutenant
of Dr, Martin Luther King Jr., after seeing a film c
overing the
life of the slain civil rights leader:
"I was able to appreciate his power,
even more."
wisdom and eloquence
NEW YORK —National Guard Pvt, John O'Brien of Montclair,
J.J., as he sorted mail to the Manhattan General Post Office:
"You never know what you're going to wind up doing in the
Army."
WASHINGTA — Former Army psychiatrist James W. Teague,
reporting on the availability of marijuana in Vietnam:
"Marijuana is readily obtxtnable in Vietnam. It would seem almo-
st easier to obtain than cigarettes in the United States,"
Kenlake State ---
(Continued From Page 1)
and that a full production of
-Ramses" will begin on June
8 A production company from
Nashville will be in charge of
the performances and Host de-
scribed the play as being very
similar to "The Book of Job"
in characters and costume de-
sign.
Host instructed the heads of
Kentucky's 36 state parks Tues-
day to begin an all-out battle
against the "carnage of pollu-
tion" in the system.
"The war against pollution
must start someplace," he said.
"For those of us in Kentucky's
park system, the finest in the
nation, it starts here and now"
Host's message to the 70-odd
top-level parks department per-
sonnel yesterday afternoon, was
to keep the system clean.
"Ecology is the in word to-
day, Jug as charisma was a few
years ago," he said.
President Nixon, through the
U.S. Department of the Inter-
ior, has begun a program known
as the "Environmental Early
Warning System." Federal em-
ployes of the department act as
the eyes and ears to assure
rrompt action arising from the
"carnage of pollution," Host
said.
"The Kentucky Department of
Parks as of today becomes an
extension of this early warnins
system," he said. "Just as Prost- 't
dent Nixon is concerned about
our national parks," Gov. Louie
B. Nunn is concerned about
Kentucky's lands."
"Each of us must become s ,
vigilante of his home territory,"
Host added.
Host's address ended the two-
day seminar of Parks officially
at Kenlake.
Hospital Report
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Frances A. 71nzmond,
503 Broad St., Murray; Mrs.
Patricia M. Myers, Box 32: Ben-
ton; L. C. Miller, 1163 College
Terrace Dr., Murray; Mrs. Nor-
ma Darnell, Rte, 1, Almo; Master
Brent LipfOrd, 5744 Sherwood
Forest Dr., Akron, Ohio; Mrs.
Opal Parker, 707 Fairlane, Mur-
ray; Peter Kuhn, 1319 Erwin,
Murray; Mrs. Maggie Butler (To
Cony. Div.), Rte. '7, Greensburg,
Indiana,
SWANNS MARKET
Dear Edible:
There is a problem in the
United States which has not af
fected the -people of Murray
much, but it will in the future.
This problem is a serious one
to the people of Murray. The
problem is pollution.
Most people say "Why do
something about it, it hasn't
bothered me". As you can see
there are less and less birds
and wildlife each year. Why!
Because people don't know
when they spray plants for in-
sects, that they kill the birds
most valuable source or food.
The reason the wildlife is
dying is' because of • polluted
water and streams. All the
things people throw into the
water, like beer cans, chewing
gum paper and sewerage, mixes
with the water and animals
have to drink it.
Another kind of pollution is
air pollution. If you have ever
been in the college in the after-
noon, you would see heavy
black smoke pour from the old
furnace. If you are on the ten-
pie court, it gets pretty stuffy,
because of the smoke. The worse
thing about the old furnace is
that_it is next to the _baskethall
field. What do you think visin
ing baseball teams think about
IL
Next month there is a day
called "EARTH DAY" It is
April 22. My class-at sch,,1 is
doing all they can to step p i I u•
lion. So on this day, do all you
can to stop POLLUTION
;incerely Yours.
Ricky Garland
Brad Barnett
8th Grade
Murray High Saso
ale BizASPARAGUS
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us to say she saw a
the size of a Robin
blue on its bock, red
white underneath.
for this bird in the
could not find it. The
It might possibly
was maybe a Paint
or a Barn Swallow,
which fits her descrip
Mrs. Max (Katherine)
In with her new gran
three months. A fine
The lone yellow bloomi
you fee all over
Forsythia.
Three or four doss out
that wait until a car c
then they crouch low
at the front wheels a
bong side barking. The
some day. We cooled
this morning. They
realize they were op
puddle of water and
started their thing we
puddle and splashed t
Looking in the rear
for we could tell by
pressions that they
something went wrong
did not know what.
A Red Wine Blackbi
In a small tree in a fe
A Squirrel sitting out
ing to protect himself
the wind. His back w
north and his tail was
up over his head.
Kept getting bulletins
to watch for tornadoe
was upsetting in itself,
of a sudden the wind
started shrieking throu
tree limbs. We got out
yard and lightning flash
up the heavens. We co
the dark clouds with a
light near the horizon.
could do was hope that
nado did not actually
ialize.
Over In Paris, Tenne
notice that they will vo
month on whether to hay
whiskey or not. Letters
editor are pouring in, ho
and con. Human nature
what it is, most of the
get completely 'off the a
and miss the principal
The issue is whether to
legal whiskey or not, a
whether they should have
key or not. They have w
now and the only issue i
tiler to make it legal or
it to remain illegal. Most
letters get off into the
alcohol which has nothing
with the issue at hand.
typical of many good peo
believe that if they cann
a certain evil, then it do
exist to any great -cles
see a whiskey store sh ks
sensibilities even th
ceiveably the whisk, t
might he under greater c
is.entinued on Page Six
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